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"With Malice toward NojgjjwjthJarity for All, and with Firmnes in the Right"
June 2d917,
"ROYTlfloRXCouÑ

VOLUMK XIV.

$350. Red Cross Fourth of July

Chautauqua

'

Words by Pcv5.I?JmH!

Number "22"

Thé Red Cross Ladies have
The Roy Chautauqua week is
past and we have settled down been very busy this week and
there are few citizens who have
to the regular routine of life
The entertainment was not had an opportunity to donate
an unqualified success and many to the cause according to the
The
attended every session thruout Presidents Proclamation.
Red
Cross
of
gigantic
work
the
hut the seats did begin to get
hard toward the last. The guar- has been placed by the President
antors have all signed up for a in the personal charge of
Taft and a corps of
repetition of the Cadmean Chautauqua for next year and it is assistants. Mr. Taft's experithe plan of this new organiza- ence in the Philippines renders
tion to improve and perfect their him preeminently the right man
service and follow the small to direct this work. His knowledge of the Conditions created
towns to which the older
by
war and his superior execuare imposssiblc, with a
ability. There is no politics
tive
line of entertainment eiually
in
land while we are lined
this
good.'
to
fight
up
a common foe.
Supt. E. W. Buffon, and his
assistant. Chester Giddings, who
The Griner Twins, Miss Inez
came with the big tent and. remained thruout the week be- Cate and Mrs. Grace Ggden'
came almost citizens of the town drove to Solano Wednesday in
and left with apparent reluct- the interest of the Red Cross
ance. The social amenities be- movement. They went in the
tween them and the people here Griner car and had a fine time
combining pleasure with busihad the rirg of sincerity.
There is much variety in opin- ness.

Music by flenry Grey

On July 4th there will be an
everybody's picnic at the Sugar
Loaf Mountain, 20 miles North
east of Mills and 25 miles from
Roy. There is nothing .at this
mountain but the natural wild
scenery, so bring plenty to eat
and water fqr' your horses. Wa-ter will be furnished on the
grounds for drinking and cooking
and for automobiles. The Harrington people can reach the
mountain by a track leading up
from the Floersheim windmill on
the north. There is also a traek
leading up from the Walttrs
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land
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windmill on the South. Roy and
Mills people can reach the mountain by way of the Roily Magill
farm, two miles west of the

mountain.
Corns, bring the childrin and
spend the day in rest and recreation among the rocks and on the
grass. Come and see everybody
and let everybody see you. A
baseball diamond will be prepared nearby. '

ion expressed as to just which
D. R. Carpenter,
days
entertainment was the best A party of Ladies consisting of
song;
Route A. Mills, N. "M.
The Serenkders Glee Club, which Mrs. Willcox, Mrs. F. A. Roy,
Thee wc
ing;
appeared nrst has many cham-- ! Mrs. Belknap, Miss Lola Lopez
JH.
Proclamation
pions as the best thing of the and Miss Lowery went to Mosque4.
week and to those whose choice ro Wednesday in Mr. Wensell's
By the Mayor,
was mnsical comedy, they were car soliciting for the Red Cross,
Pursuant to our Country's Call
the best. '
They were cordially received and
to Arms and the accompanying
s
Th33e who preferred
the cause generously supported call
of the Red Cross, that our
music or solid lecture talent were and had a splendid trip going
soldiers may not be neglected
mora pleaped with the Drennans and comir.g.
when sick or wounded in their
A,
P?3
,
I
--J
i
Violin aná Piano but it was so
country's service. I hereby esThe membership of the Red
far above four hpnñ r.prc.ntinllv
pecially urge that all citizens of
--e
i
Cross, listed last week at 44 has
that we efu'.d but idmit it.
t
Roy respond as generously a3
free-dcMiriam Frsnklin was a clever been added to until there are new their means will permit to
Pil grim's pride I From cv
'ry mountain side
Let
ring,
the
little reader and Count Sobeski a total of 106 members. The ac- Red Cross Fund and that every
tern - pled hills; My heart with rap ture thrills
bovc,
Like that a
commanded sympathy, admira- - tive canvass made by Mrs. Hen- courtesy and assistance be ren- breathe par take ; Let rocks their
si - lencebrcak,
The sound pro
long.
PusspI is larcrplv rpsnnnsi- tion and respect with his inside rietta
migtít, great God, cur
ho ,ly light; Pro- - tcct
us
by
King.
ble
for this gratifying showing, dered the Ladies of Roy who are
history of European royalty and
R00deving the,r time and ergiesT
his patriotism for his adopted The names and the money,
13 cause."Country, SffeUi S. 'We can but each, have been sentón to Wash- pa.
May
ve make .the results - of ,
n.aJmiorhr.
pray with him that he may to
Red
Cross week and our activi- Steps are now being taken to
live to see, within the next year
ties in behalf of. its modern
"All the crowned heads of Eu- organize a Chapter here and work humanitarian enterprise to reflect
"
rope in the
as he under direction of the National credit upon our town and comassociation.
expresses it.
munity.
The Indian Maids Quintett reF. A. ROY, Mayor,
Five native boys from Dawson
aM
9
fern
lot
presented
a
attractive
of
,,,.,111
jíl
" r53f5?5Swi
li.
were on the Polly Wednesday
inine talént in the musical line,
The R. F. D. at Mills will here
fllJ'i','i'ÍW!Ífitff!ÍSI!!1,.i
to enlist at Ft. Bliss.
TJieir high soprano was more
deliver mail daily instead
after
Three of them, Eliseo Trujillo,
than ordinary and their first alto
of
every
other day as heretofore.
Roberto Garcia and Alfred C. de
had a very dangerous pair of eyes
Baca, were from Roy and have
RAIN
the pianist is not to be overlookbeen working in the mines. They j,
ed and the second Soprano doesare a fine bunch of boys and the
At last - when everyone was
The El Paso & Southwestern
W. H. McCarger, Manager for n't play second in the point of
The Ladie3 of Roy and the
wishes
friends
of
a
host
of
best
agonizing
over the approaching
valthe Wilson Co. of Mills was in looks, but the lady ,who reads
School District haye much rea- is supposed to own the most
go
with
return
safe
their
for
dissolution
of the wheat crop and
son to be proud of the success of uable farm land in the world. town Tuesday having some re- and impersonates is some talent them.
getting
to real efficient
down
pair work done on their Tractors but the modesty which keeps her
their Chicken Dinner last Friday In the very business heart of
praying
for
rain
it came Monday
where ground is worth thou He reports an inch and a quarter name off the bills is hard to unEvery patron of the School who
evening
and, as usual, the conditRev. C. D. Horn, of Mills, was
The audience was
could helped with it and the din- sands of dollars the front foot, to three quarters on their tract derstand.
changed,
ions
Wednesday
shopping
and
in
"Pronto," 88 was
town
beans.
growing
company
is
he
she
complacent
will
be
about strong for her and
and is very
ner they served was sumptuous
registered
in
the
rain guage at
visiting.
necessary
was
To
plant
it
beans
posi
popular here if she ever comes
their wheat prospects and
and was so well patronized that
enough
depot,
to put across
the
$
of
thousand
few
to
up
tear
a
tively enthusiastic over the more back.
when it was over and the money
pretty
a
crop and start
fair
wheat
object
the
but
lawn,
Blue
Grass
than 1,700 acres of frijoles that Sue Burgess, the child imper
counted they had $51.20 to apply
The afternoon program was inbeans
a
for
the
record
breaker.
people
of
the
startle
to
the
are promising something im- sonator, Saturday was too natur- terrupted by the wind-storto the Piano debt Another suc- was
like
and
Another
it
will
we
need
appreciation
mense.
cess or two will wipe out this southwest into an
al to be funny. We have so much which stopped it prematurely and
railroad
to
another
ship
out
our
He has two tractors breaking "onery kid" talent at home that in the evening the regular Chaudiscouraging obligation. The of the importance of preparing
surplus.
be
said
to
re sod and averaging 60 acres per she did not appeal to us, Rev. tauqua talent made a "Selective
new directors, the Men as well that way. It is
acres
of
sponsible
thousands
for
day now for several weeks, with Thomas' the Methodist Episcopal Draft" of home talent to aid them
as the Ladies, worked with a
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. George
planted
being
in
the
beans
of
work ahead for the rest of the minister from Cimarron, who ac- in the entertainment. The ladies
suployally
will and they were
Wagoner,
of Mills at Dr. Self's
Employees of the summer.
companied her, substituting for Quartett from the C, E. a duet
ported by a large force of assist- southwest,
Hospital,
Roy, Friday June 15
in
farmers
furnish
also
bompany
people,
gasp
will
the
at
Some
ants as well as patrons. The
one of tke regular talent who by Miss Bruce and Mr. Applegate
Boy.
d
generosity of the Floersheim with seed and financial assist size of this . enterprise if they was called away, as a reader, im olo by Miss Martin and a read- a
permitting the free ance, and the company is spend- comprehend it at all but it is all personator and swede and other ing by Master Donald Gibbs, were
Merc. Co.
First Refund of State Help
dollars for pre- in a days work for "Mac" and it dialect
artist as well as lecturer, added as amateur talent. We are
use of one of their fine business ing thousands of
dolmillion
a
took
paredness
and
means that all New Mexico will was one of the best of the entire at a loss to know why the Double . V. H. Halterman, of Roy,
rooms deserves and receives corhas
Liberty Bonds. have to sit up and take notice of week. His travelogue in which Male Quartett was not invited
dial commendation. -- The Ladies lars worth of
distinction
being
the
of
the
first
is effective patriot- how modern farmers farm on he
recites the things he leartied but it was'nt. '
are already planning another en- - All of which
man in N. Mex. to return to the
.
ism.
this mesa one of these days.
in a trip around the world with a The Homelanders were handicap- State the money he recieved for
terpriseto meet the nexjt payCollege male quartet and in ped as their specialty is
e
ments on the piano and it is cerJud6e T. D. Leib, of Raton,
the purchased of seed for this
W. F. Burris and wife were
well
be
as
also
will
several heath- and they had but a short Reper,-toi- r spring planting, Mr. Halterman
which he took-of- f
tain that it
was on the train Wednesday
down from their homesteád in
-patronized. '
en languages and dialects and
home from Tucumcari
of music appropriate for Sun- got $50.00 worth of seed and feed
north of Mills, making ap$54.30
were
receipts
The total
where he had been on judicial plication for Final Proof. Mr. told us many things that we day enertainment. They have from the State Board, later he
would else have never heard. splendid voices and were jolly formed a partnership with Miss
s3.10 was expended for supplies. business.
Burris has been working at Daw
Judge Leib is a pleasant gen- son while his wife holds down Rev, Thomas went strong in Roy people who made life brighter Bessie Wood, of Strong City Kans.
Les Alldredge and family tleman to meet and has many
and we hope to get better ac- for a time.
by which she furpishes the money
the claim ánd they appreciate
came down from Springer last frieds here as well as m his own
quainted with him.
The tent was taken down and and he the labor and they divide
their nome the more because of
Friday to attending the Chautau- District.
Monday and we breathe the crop so he had no further use
removed
in
seen
Entertainers,
have
the hardships they
The Homeland
qua and .visit triends in Roy.
Mrs. W. H. Baum entertained getting it
of
relief at the thought for the state money and returned
sigh
a
particarrived Sunday in time to
His mother accompanied them the ladies of the TuesdaClub at
is over and we can it. Mr. Abernathy, Distributing
vacation
that
rally
in
ipate in the Sunday School
for her first visit to Roy in seven her,country home this week. A TheM. W. A. of R y will have
around eve- Agent received a letter acknowllounge
and
home
go
in the forenoon. Over 250 people
years. They returned home that good attendance and fine time is a big celebration, Saturday night
dolling
up for the edging receipt of the money and
of
instead
nings
June 23rd on the North Side of were present at Sunday School night session, and we can work stating that this was the firstj
night after the' Chautauqua.
reported as well as refreshments
inand the lesson hour was most
the Plaza.
of a high class.
spec- all day instead of hurrying thru refund to be received by the
Music, Oratory, Feasting and teresting. Several musical
- merely another proof
Bob Grunig is building header
Harry Hughes and Miss Ross rejoicing by all members of the ialties, The sermon by Rev. Hearn to get off for the afternoon.
Roy
is always in thelead in
barges this week in anticipation
carni
that
stree
a
than
was far better
wereamonif the SolaRO young Fraternity .Visiting ''Neigh- on Community ,Spirit- was one of
'"fa
everything.
less.
cost
of the need of them as harvest píepple-lot
and
a
x'
'Roy (Sunday.
w' his best efforts. ..
,k. ' val at any rate
u , bors' welcome;
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Several Brussels fcttlclala sentenced
to prison by Germans. Cause not an

IN PARAGRAPHS

CAUGHT FROM THE NRTWORK
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

Of

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD CF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

Vnlin Newspaper

'

'

'

Unios

arfrTloe.

ABOUT THE WAR
British capture the Tillage of Cas- pard In Belgium.
Italian airmen are unusually active
gainst the Austrlans.
The French steamer Sequana was
torpedoed and 190 lives lost.
Portion of General Pershing's ataff
la France arranging for camps.
Fort Saliff on the Red Sea, has been
captured by British warships.
England has released all prisoners
taken In the Irish revolt of 1916.
The American mission, headed by
Ellhu Root, has reached Petrograd
British make advance on two mile
front and capture village of Gaspard.
Norwegian
steamships Soerland,
Tordeovore and Brlold, sunk by sub-nariuTS.
The American tanker Morenl, after
si battle with a submarine, was sunk,
Four Uves were lost
Nearly 100 killed and more than
430 Injured Is the toll of a German
airplane raid over London.
The territory regained by the Brit
ish on the western front since July 1,
1916, amounts to 600 square miles.
The British armed merchant cruiser
Avenger was torpedoed and sunk in
the North sea. All but one were
laved.
The entente allies have forced the
abdication of King Constantino of
Greece in favor ' of his second son,
Prince Alexander.
England is spending
7,750,000 a
flay ($37,277,500) In her warring, Chancellor of the Exchequer Bonar Law
told the House of Commons.
Weekly British report of vessels
unk by submarines or mines shows
twenty-twvessels of more than 1,600
Ions and ten of less than 1,600 tons
Great Britain follows the United
States In a note to Russia on. war
aims and Indorses Wilson's principles
laid down In his message to Congress,
More than 100,000 prisoners have
been taken by the British during the
war, James Ian MacPherson, parliamentary secretary to the war office,
announced in the House of Commons
British have captured portions of
the Hlndenburg line near Bullecourt
and extended their gains astride the
canal. Since June 7th
the British have occupied the German
front trenches from the River Lys to
the River Warcave on a seven-milfront for from 500 to 1,000 yards. Ger
mans officially admit their retreat before the British of the front line between Ypres and Armentleres, east of
o

Ypres-Comlne-

e

Messinest

WESTERN

nounced.

Russian cabinet decides to suggest
a conference with the ailles to exam
ine various treaties.
Great Britain prohibits Importation
of newspapers, magazines, books and
catalogs other than single copies.
The newspapers say that Gen
Smuts, the celebrated Boer leader, has
teen invited to join the war cabinet
Paraguay and Uruguay formally an
nounced an embargo against exporta
tion of flour and wheat from their
borders.
"Prince" Tan, said to be the most
famous actor the' Chinese stage has
ver known, died at Peking at the
age of 72.
Major General Pershing was tumult
ously cheered when he and American
Ambassador Sharp visited the French
chamber of deputies.
The Russian cabinet has decided to
suggest a conference with the allies
to examine the various treaties among
the several allied powers.
French committee on Industry and
agriculture will Investigate possibill
ties of new commercial convention
between United States and France.
The death by starvation within
three months of 500 Belgians Interned
in Germany Is reported In a semi of
ficial statement given out at Havre.
Horses will be put on oats rations
in Germany, according to an ordin
ance igsued In Berlin, varying from
one and a halt to three pounds dally.
Of 73,000 students registered dur
ing the last winter in the German uni
versities and technical schools, 65,000
are under arms, according to an estimate by the Berlin Tageblatt.
Foreign Minister Llndman made a
statement to Parliament at Stockholm
In which he declared that the Swedish
government intended to continue to
observe unequivocal loyal neutrality.
According to a Vienna dispatch during a discussion of the budget in the
Austrian lower house, Karl Seltz, Socialist, made a strong plea for peace
on the basis of no annexations or
indemnities.
The sinking of several more Nor
wegian vessels by German submarines
with considerable loss of life is re
ported by the Norwegian foreign office as quoted In a Central News dls
patch from Copenhagen.
MaJ. Gen. John J. Pershing, com
mander of the American military
forces In France, spent his third and
last day in Paris before leaving for
the front in making official calls, pay
lng a visit to Marshal Joffre, with
whom he had luncheon, and visiting
the Senate.

SPORTING NEWS
Standing of Western League Ciaba.
CLUBS.
Dea Moines

Joplin
Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City
Denver
St. Joseph

Wichita

..

W.
12
28
28
28

L.

It

21

1

24
25
24
26
80

17

33

it
2S

Pet.

.627
.671
.638
.628
.620
.479
.888
.840

Jack Britton of Chicago, and Ted
(Kid) Lewis fought ten fast rounds to
a draw in New York.
At Philadelphia the Baltimore Fed
eral League Club dropped its suit
against organized baseball.
President A. T. Baum of the Pacific
Coast League expressed the opinion in
San Francisco that differences between the players and the clubs in
regard to proposed salary reductions
would be amicably settled.

Coloradoans bought about $17,000,
100 in Liberty Loan bonds.
GENERAL
Roosevelt In vigorous speech at Lin
Rumors of a serious revolutionary
coln, Neb., drives home principles of
movement In Spain are reported.
Americanism.
John D. Rockefeller made his fourth
y
Colorado's
prosperity never was $5,000,000 subscription to the Liberty
more clearly shown than by the result loan.
of the Liberty bond sale. Denver and
A total of $10,090,871 toward the
the state of Colorado bought approx Red Cross war
fund of $100,000,000
imately (17,000,000 of the bonds.
was reached Friday through dividends
German newspapers published in and subscriptions, It was announced
Cincinnati upheld the German air raid in New York.
over London in which ninety-seveJ. Holland Keet, father of Baby
persons, among them twenty-sichil Keet who was slain by kidnapers at
dren and sixteen women, were killed. Springfield, Mo., received a letter
Cheyenne, the capital of Wyoming, from the alleged murderers of his
subscribed more than $900,000 to the baby, threatening him with death if
war bond issue, and Wyoming bank he sanctions any activities for their
ers believe that the quota of $2,500,000 capture.
for the state has been oversubscribed.
Nearly 5,000 persons at liberty un
Cheyenne's subscription Is on a basis der suspended sentence imposed by
of $75 per capita.
federal courts have been granted "full
amnesty and pardon" by President
WASHINGTON
Conspiracy charges preferred against Wilson in t a proclamation carrying
out the recently announced policy of
western lumber dealers.
Congress is to be asked to appropri- extending clemency in Mich cases.
Fourteen bodies were taken from
ate $600,000,000 for aviation.
the Speculator and Granite Mountain
President Wilson in Flag Day admines at Butte, Mont, where fire
dress exposes German intrigue.
caught 412 men under 'ground. AcReturns indicate that 9,624,000 regis- cording to the coroner lees than ten
tered on June 5th, being 95 per cent bodies remain under ground. The vicof estimates.
tims of the disaster now are esti
Garbled version of message to China mated at 173.
nearly causea break between United
A resolution was adopted, at a joint
States and Japan.
meeting of the coal operators of Col
Steel shipbuilders called by the orado, New Mexico and Utah, and delShipping Board and MaJ. Gen.
egatus from the United Mine Workers
chairman of the emergency of America, pledging the existence of
fleet corporation, were told the gov- peace and harmony between the em
ernment would commandeer Immedi- ployers and men until the cessation of
ately all shipbuilding contracts.
the war.
Food control by the people, Instead
and Alexander
Emma Goldman
- of by Congress, may be necessary, at
Berkman, known to the police as an
least for edibles derived from the first archists, were arrested by the federal
harvests.
authorities in New York in the office
Retail food prices In the United of the
League,
States jumped on an average of 9 per charged with conspiracy to frustrate
cent between March 15th and April the operation of the selective draft
' 16tb, s shown In statistics compiled law. .
by the Department of Labor.
United States secret service agents
The Liberty loan has been tremen- are investigating the source of a bo
dously oversubscribed.
When the gus message sent from New York to
books closed on June i 5th treasury ofTokio newspaper misrepresenting
ficials estimated that the total would the attitude of this country in China,
reach at least $2,600,000,000 ' and and causing the Japanese foreign of
'
misht soar to $3,000,000,000.
fice to make inquiries of Washington,
n
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CROPS III HEW MEXICO ROOT

NEW MEXICO
STATE NEWS
Western Newspaper Union News Barrica.
COMISO KVRNTa.

June 11. Reunion of Scottlarf Rite Ma
una ac oania re,
July 4. Itacea
at Albuquerque Speed

WHEAT

ESTIMATE ABOVE LA8T
YEAR'S YIELD.

Oats, Barley, Hay and Apples In Good
Condition, With Prediction That
Production Will Exceed 1916.

Dcnycr Directory

SPEAKS

IN PETROGRAD
'
AMERICAN
STIRRING

MISSION DELIVERS

A

MaKe Trial Shipment

GOLD COIN CREAMERY COMPANY
130 lata Street
Denver, Cola.

MESSAGE TO PRO-

VISIONAL OFFICIALS.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Santa Fé. A summary of the June
July
Annual Reunion of Cowboys' crop report for the State of New Mex RUSSIA III WAR TO END
m
v urn.
Auk. 27. liar Associate meeting at ico as complied by the Bureau of
Koawell.
Crop
Estimates (and transmitted
Sent.
Seventh Annual Northern through the Weather Bureau), U. S
Ma
at
Ion.
nexico
fair
"w
TO
Department of Agriculture, la as fol TWO NATIONS,
Santa. Fe Is to have a new $200,000 lows:
FIGHT FOR LIBERTY AND HAP
hotel.
Winter Wheat June 1 forecast
PINESS OF THE WORLD.
Wlllard Is to have a 6,000 bean ele 1,220,000 bushels; production last year
(final estimate), 1,072,000 bushels.
vator.
Spring Wheat June 1 forecast. Weatern Newspaper Union News Service.
Las Cruces la to have a new water
1,230,000
bushels; production last year
works system.
Petrograd, June 18. A stirring proc
(final estimate), 1,032,000 bushels.
It is estimated that 34,000 registered
lamation
placing the Council of Work
Oats June 1 forecast, 2,370,000 bu
on June 5.
shels; production last year (final esti men and Soldiers' delegates on record
as Irrevocably opposed to a separate
The Otero county chapter of the mate), 1,856,000 bushels.
peace was adopted by the council.
Red Cross now has 180 members.
Barley June 1 forecast, 350,000 buproclamation was prompted by
The
A
black bear was killed shels; production last year (final esti
Austrian efforts to lure Russia into a
within eleven miles of Silver City.
mates), 308,000 bushels.
separate peace.
All Hay. June 1 forecast, 471,000
Three more of Farmington's boy
tons;
production
(final
year
esti
last
gone
have
to the service of their coun
Petrograd. "The Russian people
mate), 383,000 tons.
try.
consider war inevitable and will con1 condition 85, com
Pasture
June
Company G, New Mexico regiment
r
average of tinue it. The Russians have no im
left Albuquerque for Elephant Butte pared with the
perlallstlc wishes. We know that you
85.
to do guard duty.
Apples (Agricultural Crop) June 1 have none. We shall fight together
AnaBtaclo Martinez of Santa Fe, a forecast, 120,000
to secure liberty, freedom and, happi
barrels of 3 bushels
Union army veteran, died at bis home production
last year (final estimate) ness for all the world. I am happy
in the state capital.
to say that I do not see any moral idea
119,000 barrels.
or
factor between America and RusJames E. Averlll, aged 30 years.
begiven
Prices. The first price
committed suicide in Albuquerque by low is the average on June 1 thla sia to divide ui. We two peoples-Ru- ssia
fighting tyranny and America
drinking carbolic acid.
year, and the second on June 1 last
standing as the oldest democracy'
year:
Approximately $350,000 worth of
the way of
Liberty loan bonds have been sub
State Wheat, 246 and 112 cents hand in hand will show
happiness to nations great and small.
per
75
corn,
oats,
186
bushel;
and
84;
for
scribed
at Sliver City.
These ringing words, expressing the
Organizations of the boys and girls and 69; potatoes, 300 and 115; hay attitude of the Russian government
eggs,
32
$17.50
per
$11.50
ton;
and
of Carizozo for outing parties this
toward America and the American
aad 24 cents per dozen.
summer have been completed.
mission headed by Eiihu Root, were
voiced by M. Tereschtenko, minister
Three arrests have been made ii
Report on Insurance Business.
of foreign affairs, responding for the
New Mexico on charges of failure to
Santa Fé. A report on the insur- Council of Ministers to Mr. Root's ad
register for selective conscription.
ance
business In New Mexico during dress of sympathy and good will on
Las Vegas has been designated as
1916, issued by the State Cor
year
the
the part of the American government.
the junction point of the Ozark trails
poratlon Commission, shows 25,787
The American ambassador, David
with the Santa Fe trail and the trans
Ufe Insurance policies, representing R.
Francis, presented tue Root mis
continental highway.
$39,330,077, In force at the end of the slon to the ministers
in Marlnsky pal
A Carrizozo farmer offers to be one year. The
claims paid during the year
of
of a hundred farmers to donate the amounted to $346,339.13, and the prem- ace, explaining that the members
the mission had come to Russia to
product of one acre of their crops to iums .collected to $1,277,741.07.
Fire discover how America can best cothe Red Cross Society.
Insurance risks to the amount of $49,- - operate with Its ally in forwarding the
The New Mexico National guard 939,404 were written during the year, tight against the common enemy.
haB passed the 1,000 mark and dally the premiums collected amounting to
The ministers listened with rapt
new recruits are enlisting to serve $656,090, and the losses paid to $303,attention to Mr. Root's address, which
their state and nation.
433.
was an impressive utterance both In
Large sums of money will be spent
substance and manner.
by the Santa Fé beginning this sum
Officers for Lea County Named,
M. Tereschtenko rose from a sick
mer, on construction of new branch
Santa Fé. The governor has ap- bed to attend the presentation. He
lines in the southwest.
pointed officers for the new county of said that Russia's revolution was
With the arrival of their uniforms Lea as follows:
Commissioner, First based on the wonderful words uttered
"members of L Company, First New district, John S. EaVes; Second dis by America In 1776. He read part of
Mexico
infantry, are now fully trict, Augustus F. Meroney; Third dis the declaration of independence and
quipped for camp life.
trict, Walter Lynch; probate judge, W. exclaimed: "Russia holds with the
Mrs. Thos. Lyons has Mnounaed T. Stansell; county clerk, Oscar H, United States that all men are creatthat she will pay a reward of $10,000 Greene; sheriff,' Ernest Best; asses- ed free and equal."
for the arrest and conviction of the sor, D. W. Patton; treasurer, Frank
Russia now faces two problems, said
O. Shepherd; school superintendent, the minister, the necessity of creating
murderers of her husband.
Boaz Long, minister of San Salva Sarah K. Ellis; surveyor, J. M. Cun- a strong democratic force within its
i
boundaries and the fighting of an exdor, Is safe, according to a message ningham.
ternal foe. Then he declared for war
received at East Las Vegas from Sec
Blancett Reward Ordered Divided.
and expressed unbounded confidence
retary Lansing by Judge E. V. Long,
his father.
Santa Fé. The $1,000 reward of in the power off Russia to meet the
by the Armour brothers for the situation.
fered
Douglas Howden, son of Bishop
Frederick Howden, and Geo. B. Farr, apprehension of E. W. Blancett, sine
Petrograd. The Duma, in secret
son of Dr. W. M. Farr, will leave Al convicted of the slaying of "Clyde
passed a resolution for an
session,
Judge
by
was
Armour,
ordered
District
buquerque for France with one of the
Abbott to be divided as follows: immediate offensive by the Russian
American ambulances.
Sheriff George B. Meade, San Juan troops. The resolution declares a sepAlexander B. Harrison of Albuquer
county, Washington, $500. The sum arate peace with Germany or proque knocked out Cabell of the Twenty-fo$100 each to L. A. Stark, E. M. longed inactivity on the battle front
of
urth
infantry in the second round
Rich
and Beverly Bauer, and C. E, to be ignoble treason toward Russia's
bout at
of. a scheduled fifteen-rounRlppey and
W. T. Dufur of allies. The first act of the
Columbus.
congress of all councils ot workAztec.
men's and soldiers' delegates, upon
Fort Worth, Waco and Houston,
Tex.; Fort Sill.'Okla.; Deming, N, M.. New Mexico Guard Ordered Mobilized which depends that immediate destiny
regard to both interna
and Linda Vista, Cal., have.' been apSanta Fé. Adjutant General Baca of Russia in
questions, was to
and
domestic
tional
proved as additional camps for Nationreceived orders by wire from Gen
expulsion of the provisional
ratify
the
al guard mobilization.
Barker at San Antonio to mobilize the government
of the Swiss Socialist,
The Mersfelder district prohibition New Mexico National guard lmmedl
Grimm, who Is reported to
Robert
law passed by the last Legislative As ately at Albuquerque.
About 1,100
been the medium through which
sembly, was upheld by the State Su- men have so far enlisted in the regi have
attempted to arrange a
preme Court as applied to the election ment. Emergency preparations are the Germans
separate peace with Russia.
which made Curry county dry.
being rushed to house the soldiers.
THREE DEAD IN FOREST FIRE.
The sum of $114,938.09 has been
Guadalupe to Double Acreage.
turned into the State Treasury by
Town Wiped Out and 12,000 Homeless
State Land Commissioner Robert P.
Santa Fé. Guadalupe is going to
in Coast Blaze.
Ervien for the rental and sale of state produce a crop of 50 per cent greater
Los Angeles, Cal. Three women
lands during the month of May.
year,
if weather conditions are dead, the residence section of one
than last
prove favorable, In the opinion of As town has been wiped out, crops over
The wool clip of the Mocho Broth
ers' ranch In the eastern part of Soc- sistant State School Superintendent a wide area have been destroyed,
orro county this year will amount to John V. Conway, who has Just toured about 12,000 persons have been made
more than $20,000.
They haye just that country with Captain J. H. Tou- homeless and several settlements and
finished shearing 5,000 head of their louse, speakipg to the farmers on the resorts were in peril at last reports,
sheep.
call for more food.
from two fires which for twenty-fou- r
Joseph Dojc, an aged man and resi
hours bad been burning furiously in'
State Will Fill Quota.
dent' of Mentmore, committed suie'de
the Santa Barbara national forest.
by cutting .his throat with a razor.
Santa Fé. With twenty counties
Allies Seize Another City in Greece.
He had been 111 for two months fol complete on June 14, showing regis
Washington. Occupation of Laris- lowing an accident in which one of tration returns of 23,442, there is litsa, Greece, by
the
his legs was broken.
quota
tle doubt New Mexico's
will be
forces, was announced in a dispatch
Completion of the $140,000 Percha fully made up. The remaining six
entente embassy.; The
counties are San Miguel and Ber- received at an
dam in 'the Rio Grande below Ele
was declared to be a milioccupation
phant Butte, has been postponed from nalillo, each of which will furnish tary and political necessity.
August to December, according to an more than 2,000 each, and Union, Rio
London. German airships made a
nouncement by the reclamation serv Arriba, Torrance and Sandoval.
raid on the east and southeast coasts
ice.
of England Sunday morning. One ZepA battery, New Mexico National Husband Registers; Wife Loses Mind. pelin was brought .down in flames.
Las Veeas. Mrs. Conrado Lucero. Two persons were killed, and sixteen
Guard, now has its full quota of men
for peace strength. No. 126 was ac- according to reports, has suffered injured.
cepted and there is already a reserve mental derangement, as a result of
On the battlefront south of Ypres in
list awaiting the formal order from brooding over the fact that her hus Flanders, British troops made addiheadquarters to enroll the battery to band registered ior conscription into tional gains and took some more priswar strength.
the United States army.
oners.
Mrs. Juanita Trujillo was burned to
To Fight at Las Vegas.
Red Cross Campaign Under Way,
death accidentally at her home in East
Washington. The Red Cross war
East Las Vegas.' Mexican Pete
Las Vegas. Mrs. Trujillo struck a
match to light a cigarette, and her Everett has signed up with Bart Gor- finance conynittee, charged with the
clothing caught fire. She ran into don of El Paso, a heavywetght, for a task of raising a $100,000,000 relief
the street and had burned td death bout to be fought here on the night of fund, started Its campaign with a rush
before neighbors and relatives found July 3, at the opening of the Cow- and had Its work well under way at
.
the beginning of Red Cross week on
her. She was almost 100 years old, boys' reunion.
June 18.
and lived alone, though her daughters
Conditionally' Pardoned.
reside near her home.
Kaiser Blocked In "Peace" Plot.
Governor
Santa Fé.
Lindser
The Ozark trail convention at Ama
Washington. No alarm is felt here
rillo, June. 27 to 29, is attracting gen- granted a conditional pardon to Inez
eral attention .and the attendance Valenbuela, sent up from Dona Ana over the outcome of the peace offer
promises to be the largest at any good county in 1901 to serve a life sen Germany was reported to have made
to Russia.
tence.
roads convention.
6
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THE

Pueblo Oil Exchange
317 N. Union Ave.. Pueblo, Colo.
We can sell you any stock In Wyoming at
the right price, and recommend you The
Oxford Oil Co. dock at 25 cent per share.
Send for our weekly letter it ia free.

Ship Your Scrap Iron, Metala
and Rubber to the

DENVER METAL COMPANY
13th and Larimer Sta Denver, Colo.
writs run PRica list

T

Dealers in the Weei.

Lara-ea- t

Any Size Roll Film Developed
prlnUnf.ao and apt one oaf eenrloej no delay.
HICH PHOTO CO., Est. 190!. 320 17th St.. Dearer
atulwrlMMl agnti Baitmaa K'xlak Co., sodass, supplies ana aaltnluf br nail Catalog apon raquea!.
10o!

MU E

Ship
Your

An!"
An
fí&AlWÍ
TO US AND GET

GOOD PRICES and QUICK RETURNS
BOULDER CREAMERY CO., DINVIlt
COLO.

ten-yea-

d

Anglo-Frenc-

.....

KEEPING

THE

CITY

ANCIENT

Rothenburg, Germany, Requires That
New Buildings Shall Be Built
In Old Style.

There Is less sameness, nwre personality, to be found among the different cities of the German empire than
in any other great modern state.
Often you can travel a few miles from
one city to another and it Is as If from
one city to another and It Is as If you
had crossed an International boundary
and stepped Into a new land. This
fact la due In large pnrt to the fact
that German unity came so late. Many
of these same little cities were Independent end autonomous for as many
centuries as they have been ports of
the German empire for decades. They
have built up a tiny nationalism peculiar to themselves, flavoring their
Germanism with a spice that is all
their own.
Such a city above all others Is Roth
enburg, little red Rothenburg, with Its
trim walls and towers, Its air of ancient sleepiness carefully preserved, Its
10,000 good burghers, who are Rothen- burgers before nil else, says the Na
tional Geographic Magazine. Almost
every German cherishes a friendly af
fection for Rothenburg; It is such a
homely, comfortable place, with a
neatness and a miniature tessellated
beauty that It is dear to the German

heart

Rothenburg Is a city almost every
house of which Is quuint and Interest
ing. Most of the houses are centuries
old, and when one has to be replaced
municipal regulations ordain that It
shall be replaced with one that Is built
In ancient style, and blends harmoniously with the whole. The fine discipline the burghers of Rothenburg
lay upon themselves out of their own
artistic sense of the fitness of things,
rather than as a bait for the tourists,
for as a matter of fact, few tourists
visit Rothenburg.
How Money Gets Into Circulation.
Money is sent from treasury to sub- treasuries and from these It Is distributed to banks. It Is drawn out of banks
to be used in payment of wages, salaries or exchange and thus gets Into

circulation.
I

Appearances Are Deceiving.
Wife Don't you think a great, big,
tall, married man ought to be taken
Into the army Just the same as any
body elseT
Hub My dear, he only looks tall;
as a matter of fact, he Is probably

short. Judge.

h

I

II

PARENTS
who love to gratify
children 8 desire for
the same articles of
food and drink that
grown-up- s
use, find
t

Instant
Postum
just the thing.

"There's a Reasca,v
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AUTHORITY 0U ARMY'S HEALTH

(?

are

extreme

enough one way or the other, they are

capable of reassuring or disturbing
the most unroathematlcel of persons.
A striking Illustration" of that is found
In the official figures showing the casualties of Canadian troops since the
beginning of the war, which have recently been the subject of comment by
The total
Surgeon General Gorgas.
of wounded, missing, and dead from
all causes Is 80,843, but the whole number of deaths from sickness In camp
and trench has been only 49 officers
and 1,191 men, or 1,240 all told. On
the other hand, 15,329 officers and men
have been killed In action and 5,242
have died of wounds, making a total
of 20,871 deaths due to gunfire. To
that sum should be added 1,519 of
"those presumed to be dead," making
the deaths from all causes 23,630.
In other words, the deaths from
Irkness constitute less than 5.3 per
cent of all the deaths and less than 1 per cent of all the casualties. Inasmuch as the sickness risk of an army begins with the first gathering together
of men In their earliest training camps, It is a fair thing to consider one more
tiiDM -- Biinirv rntnls that is. the proportion which the total
deaths from sickness bear to the total number of those enlisted In Canada.
This total of enlistment for the Dominion is approximately ow.ow men. e
one arrives at the most reassuring conclusion that only 1 out of every 411
soldiers has succumbed to sickness in the course of nearly three years of
'
camp and trench life combined.
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Shadows From "Great Beyond" Annoy Detroit Man
BEN

statistics

When

"m

advertising
In the happy family of Burt II. Clark,
Egyptians, Hindus and Indians all In long,
V
flowing robes have "materialized" and are holding strange and awful sway.
. .1 I .
I
..1.
,ir
(Prepared by the United State Departwhere the road Is or la expected to be
coming at $1 a throw cluttering up
Agriculture.)
,
ment of
come of sufficient Importance to war
his parlor. Now the "nonbellever" has
The minimum width to accommodate rant a highly improved surface, the
been asked to leave his home at 733
safely two lines of average horse-draw- n maximum grade usually is fixed with
Third avenue.
traffic is 14 feet, and for auto- reference to this feature about as folFive years ago, the Clark family
mobile traffic the width preferably lows :
happily In Minneapolis, Minn.
lived
should be not less than 18 feet, though
Pep Cftnt.
This was before the Influence of the
plain and prairie regions.... 2 to 8
a width of 16 feet Is used frequently. Coastal
stray, shades from the Great Beyond
Avnrnirñ rolllnv pountrv
.......4 tO 6
In order to maintain the traveled way Hilly
6 to I
or mountainous regions
affected It Mr. Clark says Mrs. Clark
to the required width and to afford
The Question of minimum grade Is
Burt
"fell hard" for the shadows.
proper safeguards against accidents, It of Importance only as regards the side
know.
should
not
is necessary to provide a shoulder
ditches. These should have adequate
There wos the case of "Cecil." a
less than three or four feet wide along fall to empty the water that collects
young "moterhillzer" who came to the Clark home weekly and,
each side of the roadway proper. The in them at a sufficiently rapid rate to debonair
weakly and eventually became quite a household favorite.
shoulders may have a somewhat steep- prevent damage to the road. Ordinar
. nnxll n ...... .1 .1 ..... , ...1.1. IF.
I r.ti
nnnn
In n 1,lKfli.nnl.1 lu
nnn Ul&llt,
1U1 & UUC
IUUH- ecu fecumi,
VClll gUl lUUllueillltll Willi 1UJ, lnat
er crown than the rest of the road ily It Is desirable to" give the side
by
magic
which
mystic
the
secret
way,
cated
he
sort
revealed
the
of
and
surface, but they should be sufficiently ditches a fall of about one foot per 100
he became a professional "materlallzer."
flat not to endanger traffic using them feet of lencth. though a somewhat less
"Talk to women bunk them but by all means get their money," he said.
and really should constitute an addi- fall has proved satisfactory some
In five years Mr. Clark has also learned the system behind trumpet
means
roadway.
This
tional width of
times.
Strangely enough, this system has nothing to do with any mysteri
seances.
beroadway
that the total width of
Wherever chantres in grade occur ous power. Instead it's planned like this :
tween side ditches never should be less the change should be made by means
"They look you up In Bradstreet and Dunn first. Then the city directory,
traffic
than 20 feet where horse-draw-n
a vertical curve, and not by an then the telephone book. They use detective methods. They learn about the
of
BANKER EXPLAINS WAR FINANCE
any
predominates, and 24 feet where
abrupt angle.
son. When you come they put a trumpet
or
dead
husband
baby,
dead
the
considerable volume of automobile
Slopes.
ear and enlighten you."
0 your
traffic Is to be accommodated.
In the opinion of Frank A. Vender-lintA o rnnnrtop tnr tha VroB PrpR
Xf
thnr
...... hp wnnlri mflkf formiil
slope at which earth will stand
- -The
i (. i n miu w
vflnlr
n'1"
..i.
Where sharp curves occur In the
president of the National City
placed In an complaint to Commissioner Couzens In order to break up the cult, which he
or
uo
cut
In
when
faced
a
alignment it Is desirable, though not
bank,
the government's Initial war loan
swindlers.
and
fortune
tellers
readers,
mind
crew
a
on
of
of
composed
(1)
depends
the char 8ys Is
customary, to Increase the width of embankment
$2,000,000,000
and subsequent loans
of
acter of the earth and (2) on the ell
the traveled way. A vehicle being mate. In cuts, a good quality of non
will in the mnln be floated through the
drawn along a curved road tends to
of bank credit. Mr. Vander-ll- p
Slaking clay usually wjll stand on a Small
Plea Effective in Saving Her Pet expansion
Girl's
an appreciably greater width
Is confident the total Issue
says
he
slope óf about 3 degree's, or, as slope
than where the road Is straight, and
will be subscribed when the people are
to w AVGAÓ
one
usually,
horizontal
expressed
is
pttv Tf tvaa n poipiirnfinl author who once wrote of children once aroused to the dangers that
unless the width of the traveled way is
fairly deep
this ten one vertical, even where some"
Increased correspondingly,
"they
alone are good and wise, because their very thoughts, their would confront the nation If they
that
l
freezing occurs, and In
of the
dency contributes materially to the
very lives, are prayers." The prayer or litue marión uieave, en year- - wiu, should fall to do their duty by the
states such material has been
J
x ,
hazards that invariably accompany Southernto
Highland avenue, saio ior iour
government, to give their fullest finanmany years on a
known
stand
for
carry on the
knee, was an
sharp curves. The minimum widths
support
days
to
mother's
needed
her
at
cial
to one. Un
slone of less than one-haelven above should also be increased
swered in the South Side court.
war of democracy against Prussian
the other hand, clay that slakes very
ou embankments of any considerable
playing with Elizabeth
Buff,
while
militarism.
easily, may require a slope of three to
'
depth, so as to make maintenance
Leverldge, 1702 Spellman avenue. May
"No one with any experience with
to one, under the most
even
one,
or
four
14, bit her on the leg and the father of
easier and at the same time diminish
security
markets or with any knowlof climate, bnt
favorable
condition
dog be killed.
the danger of accidents.
the
child
that
asked
economics of Investment
the
edge
of
the
very
unusual
this latter extreme is
The width of right of way required
When the case was called before
has predicted thnt this loan would be
usual slope for clay In cuts Is one
The
Marlon was
to provide all necessary area for the
oversubscribed within a week," replied
to one In warm climates and one and Judge Joseph F.Kelrnan,
by a
held
was
roadway, slopes and ditches, varies one-haBuff
fast
dog.
"There should be
Mr. Vanderllp.
with
her
to one In cold climates.
considerably with the nature of the
some education In discussing this sublong chain. The neighbors told of the
While In the case of embankments
topography.
dog biting the Leverldge child, while
ject as to what $2,000,000,000 means.
clav usually can be deposited on an
Ponnla ara nfr in think nf thpsp hnmta
Buff was harmless
that
said
Grades.
others
Initial slope of about one to one, this
Judge
Kelrnan
and
arms
In
Marlon
her
Gleave
Mrs.
annoyed.
lifted
not
as of other ordinary Issues and to assume that It would be possible to subwhen
the
one
of
public
a
road
In designing
steep slope seldom can be maintained
moment
a
child
hesitated
The
me
Buff?"
with
want
you
do
to
do
scribe for this Issue or, Indeed, to subscribe for It several times over out of
most difficult problems to solve proper- unless the material I of an exceptional asked,: "What
Tears streaming down her cheeks and her face burled in her hands, a fund that Is awaiting investment. This war must be financed, not out of
ly is the question of maximum allow Quality and the climate very favorable
the past savings, but out of future savings. Future savings for the moment
able erados. In deciding this question, Ordinarily clay embonkments should Marlon replied: "I want Buff to be alive."
Judge.
angered
laughed.
the
It
are not available, and some other device must, therefore, be brought into
Ode of the complaining witnesses
the advantages to be gained by redue have a slope of about twd to one In
will In
"I don't see anything funny about that," he said. "I think It Is very un- play. That device Is bank credit, and this loan and subsequent loans
las all of the steeper grades on a par cold climates and at least one and one
credit."
expansion
of
bank
an
through
floated
be
a
given
maximum
main
child."
of
the
to
make
a
fun
to
tlculur road
half to one In warm climates; and If ladylike
sjiould be weighed against the addl
"Take Buff home and tie him up," Judge Klernan said, after Mrs.
the clay be of questionable quality
tloDal cost which the reduction In these values should be Increased, bin Gleave had told him of Marlon's prayer.
volves.
"Thank you," little Marlon cried, as she rushed out behind Buff. "You
bankment slopes require more care In
SCIENTIST MAKES PATRIOTIC OFFER
The following data and suggestions construction than excavation slopes, are a good man."
are Intended to aid Individual Judg- because any flattening of an embank
President Richard Cockburn
ment, which necessarily must be the ment slope by the action of weather
Got "Turned Around" in the Metropolis
offered to the government the
prime factor in solving this Important after the road Is completed Is very Visitor
of the Massachusetts Institute
services
problem :
likely to damage the road surface;
n
of Technology the moment It was anstranger
many
a
town
turned
1. The cost of average pleasure traf while the sliding In of excavation
has
bewHderlng
old
This
YORK.
EW
nounced that President Wilson had
Delllnger,
a
thorof,,ro .it. i nnr- nrnrlslnar
and motor, Is practi slopes usunlly does no further damage N
fic, horse-draw- n
1
a that -Mrs. A. H.
OIVUUUi Viiv iv
terminated relations with Germany.
more
her.
overwhelm
not
cally unaffected by grades of
than to obstruct the Bide ditches, visitor from an Ohio town, permitted her sense of location to
This meant the services of the entire
The Ohio youne woman left the Mc- than 6 or 7 per cent (six or seven feet which can be reopened readily.
Instructing staff and of all the laboraavenue
why
Fifth
to
re
learn
Alpln
hotel
.4Mb.
average
quality
usually
rise per 100 feet, measured horizontal
Sand of
and they are offered with that
tories,
leave
such
housewives
are
In
shops makegood
y), provided the conditions
quires a slope of about two to onehighest efficiency of service which con
home as soon as their housework Is
that it Is unnecessary to apply the cuts and three to one In embankmeuts,
be given only by an unbroken corps of
Moderately
done and often return late for hubby's
brakes to vehicles when descending reeardless of climate.
with
trained men In laboratories of the
loads
flushed
Delllnger,
where
will
traffic
dinner. Mrs.
flic grades. But for
coarse sand mixed with gravel
'
highest standard with whose every deore as important as speed, even very stand on a steeper slope than nne
her knowledge and with the possession
tail they are thoroughly familiar. This
light grades may be of considerable sand, because tho former Is not moved
of some cosmopolitan clothes, turned
Is preparedness of the most Important
McAlpIn
hotel
wathe
disadvantage.'
her footsteps toward
so readily by the action of storm
kind, for war Is quite as much a strugan hour or so later. She hurried to
2. Increasing the steepness of a ter. .
gle of skilled engineers as It Is of
the
ways
clerk
for
be
can
the
asked
usually
desk
and
distinct
the
excavation
in
three
Solid rock
grade decreases
!
a
clerk,
soldiers.
The
1071.
Nb.
one:
key to room
the loud a horse can haul (a) for the done on an average slope of about
In
MacLaurln was' born 'fa
looked
President
her
at
required
rock
except
where
the
the
surface,
of
one,
to
fourth
jV""
character
J
mine
l"
Edinburgh, educated at Cambridge uni.tractive effort or pull per ton of load occurs In sloping strata separated by surprise. "Why?" asked he. "I wunt the key to my room, No, 1071," anyour
England; became a trustee and
was
versity,
it
when
case
for
a
o
Ah" nil Mie clerk. "And since
sllnnerv clav seams. In the latter
n,inr,.i.
is increased by about 20 pounds
a dean of the University of New Zeanch tipr cent increase In grade, (0) the average slope may be as much as room?"
Mrs. Delllnger, slightly nervous, rexplalned that It was her room
land, and in New York, head of the
s
UuU
to one. because she was there with her musnana, wnom sue imu nmi icSii
to one or
the possible pull the horse can exert Is one-hadepartment of mathematics and then
iecreased by an amount equal to the The faces of rock cuts usually nre not assigned to thut room. In answer the clerk presented the register for her
In some of physics at Columbia. In November, 1908, he was called to Boston to db
iffort required to lift his own weight dressed down to even an approximateInspection, and Mrs. Delllnger saw, with dismay and surprise, that
science,
ihrough the rise. This amount Is up- - ly smooth slope, as Is done In earth magical way the registration naa vanisnea iruiu uik vim.
president of the M. I. T. He Is a doctor of laws as well as doctor of
New
to
going
before
the
from
right
In
Canada
came
one-huouly
"We
problems
said.
education
of
cuts. In excavating solid rock
nmxlmatelv eoual to one
and has studied the
whv I know we are staying here," she
'
"
''
''
'
'
"
"
riivdth of the horse's weight for each Such material Is moved as Is actually Pennsylvania station to the McAlpIn hotel."
Zealand.
,
.
mmi,
uer cent increase in grade, (c) the ef- necessary to obtain the desired width
"Ah;' said the clerk again. "An-n- , me
Waldorf-Astorioy
Is
been
the
or
as
Kadam,
has
this
c.ntivo null nf.rhe horse Is reduced
at the bottom of the cut
woman how to reach the McAlpIn.
u imu uc
the change In the angle at which the loosened In blasting. The faces should,
"Oh" said Mrs. Delllnger. "now nornuiy snuppiug
MAY PROVE RUSSIA'S "STRONG MAN"
j.muKS
of course, be cleared of all material she gasped and fled. The clerk shot his cuffs back ana yawneu.
null Is applied.
3. The pull a horse can exert on a which is loose, or which might be that happen frequently,", ne saia.
.
loosened subsequently by frost and
Ihvi'1 road varies greatly with the in
A. F. Kerensky. minister of Justice
.
dividual animal, and Is affected by the slide down upon the road. Stone emIn Russia's revolutionary cabinet, and
Liberty Had Fun With City Policemen one of the socialist members or tnai
manner of bitching and the sk'lll of the bankments usually will stand on a Big Ape
The character of the road slope of about one to one.
body, has warned his countrymen that
In order to prevent damage by washas affairs are going now it will be imnrfara also may have an Important
?
N. Y. Hobokcn naa a nine circus an ui
excavat
possible to effect the salvation of
Inllueuce by affecting the security of ing all earth slopes In either
of
HOBOKEN,
the
dark
show folded Its tents on Jersey City Heights, In the
tion or embankment, should be protecthe horse's foothold.
Russia.
pan
nas
sun
ana
ul
town,
it
u.c..o6.
on to another
"For our faith In liberty we braved
Tests made by the office of public ed by a growth of grass as soon as night and moved
As he was passing St. Francis cnurcn,
danger," he said In a speech to
great
a
roads and rurirt engineering' Indicate practicable after they are formed.
In many localities where the soil is In Hoboken, Patrolman McGulre heard
that, on a level road, average farm
the congress of deputies from troops
moving
somebody
of grass Is a noise and saw
at the front, "but we drank of liberty
horses untrained to the road can exert fertile and a good quality
churchyard. When
stendv pull for several consecutive native no seeding of the slopes Is neo stealthily In the
until Intoxicated, when we most needed
may not almost upon the prowler he pointed his
sobriety and discipline.
hours equivalent to from 0.08 to 0.10 essary. In other cases the soil
ordered
to grow revolver, flashed a light and
"I have lost my, daring, my faith
of their own weight without unuue possess sufficient fertility
we are not mutinied slaves Intntiiriie. and that by resting at Inter ernss. even when the slopes are seed hands up.
that
big ape sat up and
A
I
titear
Indignant
may be very
An
event
can
which
ed,
it
they
lu
and
600
feet
to
500
from
stead
of conscientious citizens creatof
vals
defiantly. McGulre decut
him
at
with
0.25
slopes
cover
chattered
the
to
regret
to
about
desirable
Sometimes
equivalent
I
ing a new state.
exert a pull
rope,
sod. This latter process usually is cided that what he needed was a
I did not die when I had faith that
of their weight, provided the rootnoia
and
churchyard
emthe
of
out
be
backed
so he
very expensive, and should
Russians could govern themselves
Is good.
the
lassooed
known that got one, with, which he
without nped of the knout."
4. The tests referred to above also ployed only where It is
thorough seeding and fertilizing would animal. The circus began ngnc men
If Kerensky proves to be the man
Indicate that with a
From
livery
stable
.ith o Tnnoasinn hended by McGulre. to the nearest
wagoa.. the pull required to move a fall to secure a covering of sod.
for the times, Russia will not only be
performance.
continuous
a
did
ape
Another precaution frequently neces- then until daylight the
gross load of one ton over a level road
captive bombarded saved and its army rehabilitated, but
In the morning, when several policemen appeared, the
sary In order to prevent the washing
lTV
- o
..... hpcrln
.
stunt, after Itnn
u. Aliatrlll will
varies about as follows:
ll G tnMDDlnn
thinking
luraoiuu et
did a
Pounds. away of excavation slopes is to Inter- them with milk bottles. The police retired and
prepared to meet it, and the full drive of Russia and Italy
is
Austria
before
'
..............315 cept water from the natural ground which they called upon the poundkeeper.
road
impossible
leverage dry earth
(varies
road
sent out hurry will sweep the Austrlans out of the reckoning. There Is nothing
That official managed to get the ape to the pound, and
surface which otherwise would flow
needed Is that the Iron hand of a true patriot who Is
..t..iw
Is
greatly)
All
In
that
this.
of
Harper
Wllllara
dismay,
great
105
y
But to his
road
Firm earth or sand-cladown over the excavation slope. This calls for the Rlngllng people.
liberal but will admit no Mcense shall be set for freedom.
W
varase gravel road
appeared with a writ of attachment for the ape.
gravel or macadam road.... 5 M9 done by means of a "berra" ditch 200 Bloomfleld street,
s
If the virile Kerensky can keep the nation together and the inspiration
automobile
top
his
open
of
ripped
the
keeper
top of
He claims that an elephant
army, shall be progressive until the American commission can co--'
,
of
n
the
was
In general, the Judgment should be constructed well back from the a conmachine
entraining.-the
because
with a hook, as the real circus was
operate,
the might of the American dollars and the quickening of American
merely
;
largely inliucncet;, in fixing the maxi- the slope. Figure 2 Illustrates
ape
be
ditch the way of one of the animals. Harper doesn't want the
"berm"
a
makes
which
of
dition
the
for Russia will conclude the cenuntlng process.
topography
by
the
grade,
Idealism and
mum
Rlngllng So ti
such a wants It kept In Hoboken till he collects damages from the
nation
Cor
the
region which the road traverses. Ac- desirable and also shows aw
'
pound.
n.po Is still ti e star performer at the
cording to the best current practice, ditch Is constructed.
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PUBLISHER

Pr Tur

$1.50

Becond-clas-

Every Effort Possible

matter at the

s

In Roy, New Mexico.

.

We suggest that you cut out
the front page feature this week
and paste it in a book where you
will have it handy. There will
be many occasions for singing
"America" within the next year
the song represents the Spirit o
Liberty and thankfulness as wel
as the militant spirit which lead
our ancestors to fight and win for
the right and it will ever inspire
pride and patriotism.

is being made by this Store to merit your
patronage. Our stocks of merchandise in
every department are composed of nothing
but goods of known merit. '
We know your needs and have the variety
goods
to supply you, and our prices are
of
as low and reasonable as the market allows.

We aim to give you prompt and courteous
service all the time.

We appreciate your trade.
Santa Fe, N. M. June
the
Fall amendment to
bill
the Flood
vrhich provides for
the designation for entry, with
cut further classification or ac
tion, all surveyed unreserved
lands in New Mexico under the
law, has no
efiance for final passage because
it is so far reaching that it opens
the door to land frauds of all
sorts, is the information contained in a telegram received by
Arthur Seligman, Democratic
state chairman, from Congressman Scott Ferris, chairman of
the Public Lands committee of
THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE
the house. Mr. Seligman has
been in communication for some
time with Senator Jones and Congressman Walton in reference to
the immediate designation for
Christian Endeavor. '
entry of New Mexico lands under the
law, so that enJune 24, 1917.
tries niight be approved and setMissions in our cities.
Subject:
1 part Holstein milch Cow ex
tlement made, and they have
been working on legislation de- tra fine, just fresh.
The leader this week ha3 put
signed to accomplish this and at 3 Herford yearling heifers
forth his best efforts in trying to
2
old full blood muley
the same time safeguard the inget a program that is interesting
terests of both the homesteader Herford Cows.
to the young and old alike. He
14-y- r
old full blood Herford
and the Government. That their
wishes to announce that there
efforts will prove successful is Cow.
will be a larger, better and some
1
old Chestnut colt, geld- forecasted in Mr. Ferris' tele
different Christian Endeawhat
ng.
gram, which reads;
Sunday.
meeting
vor
1 10-old large work mare.
Hon. Arthur Seligman,
part in the protaking
Those
1 almost new Model 1917 Emer
Santa Fe, N. M.
will appreciate a large augram
son Tractor with plow.
dience; for who cares to talk to
Our committee now consider1 new 7 foot John Deer Bin
an empty house. All are cordiing senate amendments. Inter- der.
ally invited.
ior department insists amendThe above can be bought right
Endeavor starts at 7:00 P. M.
ments are so far reaching and Can be seen at my place 30 miles
'cprm door to fraud of all sorts north of Roy and 6 miles north SHARP.
that department will not approve of Chateau Hill School.
them. We are working with deAddress H. A. Todd,
Mark Woods, of Mosquero,
partment trying to get some legHatod, N. Mex.
was in Roy Wednesday, in a hurry
islation, that will get results,
20:-Th-

at

so-call- ed

Give us the opportunity

of serving you.

Goodman' s

Roy

640-ac-

N. Mex.

For Sale

re

3-- yr

2-- yr

-

yr

SCOTT FERRIS,

The matter of securing relief
e
for homesteaders under the
law was one of the first tak
en up by Senator Jones and Congressman Walton when the present session of Congress opened.
Fall amendment in
The ll
reality originated in the House.
640-aer-

so-ca-

SALE-.-32-

0

Reducing the Household.
Some little folks were playing
"keeping house." Robert was papa,
Jane mamma. After much difficulty In
managing so large a brood, Topa Robert finally burst out with : "Suy, there
are too many children In the family
one of you will have to b the dog!'

"The House of Servicé"
We now Have a full Line

a

7

Reports from friends in Iowfi
whose crops were destroyed by
flood makes us wonder why this
rain couldn't be more evenly dis
of some
tributed. The run-orivers there would be useful here

Summer Underwear
In all weights and sizes
for Men, Women and
Children,
At very reasonable prices

Mts

Mr. Ltypy. Mrs. Prof. Russell's at
father, has been visiting here presence is necessary.
Rev. G.JB. Hali,, Supt
several months, left Friday for
his old home in Missouri. Unless
we guess wrong or the climate
V. P. S. C.
of Míssoutí has changed he will
R. C. Giuwig, President
Miss lhxian Grineb, Sec'y.
soon long for a N. M. cool night
at the Christian Church,
Meets
instead
to sleep under blankets
N. M every Sunday evenRoy,
sticky
of the breathless, hot,
ing at 7 o'clock.
sleepless nights of Missoo'..
A cordial welcome extended to J

E.

J

all visitors.

Sheepmen over this section
CHRISTIAN
and throughout Union and Mora
counties are contracting their
.
ROY '
wodI clip next month at 42 cents
Services 2d Sunday of each
the highest price paid for wool
month at lia. ra 8,00 PM.
in the grease since the Civil War
4th Sunday of each month at
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Quite a number of Mosquero 11.00
service at the mornpeople attended the Chautauqua Communion
past week and ing service.
Roy during

the
at
PLEASANT VIEW
report the enteriainments as" good
the first night but growing First Sunday each Month at 3,
steaoilly worse from night to p,m.
MILLS
night and almost unbearable at
the last.
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Heaen, Pastor.
Mrs. Blanche Lofton daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Smilh is at
CATHOLIC
HOW TO MANICURE CANARY home for a short visit with her
each month at the
once
Mass
pf rent and brother Francis.
It Is a Job That Must Be Done, But
Extremo Care Should Always

Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.

Mosquero Sun.

Be Used.
As a canary grows old. It will be noticed that its daws get long and catch
on- - the perche and wires as it hops
about the cage. In a state of nature
the activity of the bird as It moves
about on the ground or among twigs
and limbs keeps the claws properly
worn down. Confined in a cage, the
bird's claws become entirely too long.
It is necessary,, therefore, to trim
fhem with a pair of sharp scissors every few months. It is Important to
watch the condition of the claws carefully, as by catching they may cause
broken leg. In eaoh claw a slender
Dfiood vessel extends well down toward
the tip. This may Be seen on close
elimination through the transparent
sheath of the claw. Ia trimming cut
well beyond this canirl and take special rare not to breatt the leg while
handling the bird.
In cage birds the homy covering of
the bill, as well as the dawn, somedistorted through
times becomes
growth without sufficient wear. The
tips of the mandibles: may be pared
down with a sharp Umfe, but care
most be- - taken not to out deep enough
to reacü the quick.'

Priest in charge,

Captain

Met&odist Episcopal Church

Paul Jones

SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st

Of all human thing

aothmg is
more banorable or mor excellent than' to deierve weft ol
one's country. Cícera.

Íí "tf

I

Attorney
Prompt and

Floersheim

there- flowed Wood
-

Merc. Co.

Everybody is enthusiastic for
the return of the Cadmean Chau
táuqua next summer and the
guaranty was easily secured.

Roy,

New Mex.

Careful Attention
Entrusted
NEW MEXICO

ROY

-

Mi-lie-

Elafiard
Alliance- - and' the Pallas he
wa swooped' down upon by the Cotilla under Captain. Pearson- - which) was
Jones
convoying a merchant fleet.
pre)rpd to meet the enemy as- best
he
nld. The British rsnH hud' long
riinso' and' Band' Jones determined to
figlii otóse.. IE brought his shij up
to tfie enemy nntfl the- muzzles Í his
gun'oame ln contact wrttl' the enemy
ship. Then ensued' one- of the' most
frenzied' conflicts In the- - history of
naval! battles continuing: from seven
to tren, ih the- - evening:
Paul' Jones'
"position, was itwperate lni rhe- extreme.
Hist ship, was so shattered' tha 6nly
three-gunremained efieotive; and he
them assailed! the enemy witfc 'hand
greande
which falling- - ltia the
Scrapie sooai set her oni fires.
At
lengttíi her- Magazine blew up killing
all1 near- 1.. Pearson: eommunifed his

i

Sií""- '-

1

and the

Prepared to Meet Trouble.
There is a serious side1 to life as well
as a carefree one. The arerage mother
should remember this andi should im
press upon her family to wisdom of
being prepared to meet whatever trou
ble comes-lntthe borne;.
Everyone has his or nwr hardens to
habit of
bear, ami' the
coming forward and making collections
for persons in trouble isn't in vogue
these dajss It is a good thing, too, that
times
for too one need be
dependent upon public or private charity If he or she looks ahead, acknowledges hts or her responsibilities and
uses the proper mean to meet them.
As a rule it is always the extravagant
und unsystematic person who has to
call for ahí!;: but the woman who looks
aHlfe from a business standpoint
offUters; whw wanted' to- surrender to
Who assumes her- responsibilities is board' the- - Xlct.ard 'which was also
always Independent and never finds it now abluz in several! places. But
necessary to seek assistance from Joaesi aaiS his men, received them so
others.
wacmltv ttfert they reboeatedL Pearson's
ciw wft killed, hist gun aiaounted
aont his ship on Are audi there was nótOwl Mot Really Wise Bird.
Since It ha been recognized that, alo' e& t do bat sacreader.
the owl I a beneficial bird, economi
cally Important as a destroyer of
rats, míe and' gophers, there is ant
JACK P. MILLS
Increasing tendency to restore Its
peor-pimany
sigbifteancifc
Like
classic
U. S. Commissioner
of deliberate manner and few
Proofs, and all
Fillings,
words, vwte are not as wise as they
land matters
look. Tfcey are quite easily caught
In trapa. In case the barn In which
Also Surveys nd Plats.
the owls make their home catches 8re
Prompt Attention
the owls nsuattjr barn to death. Thy
get along very well In captivity when
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
they are comfortably housed awl fed
either atice- or a variety of foo bat
they cannot live on a diet of w.w pork
C.N. ROARK
..
or beef.
Be

o

a

.'

tfiM

4

fields, of ruined grain, it will be too

late to think of what a comfort a

Hail Insurance
Policy
2a ifi

-

LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office, Records,
MAPS.

u annus Co
P
The time to

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance
Office,

at Residence
ROY, N. M

Dr. H. S. Murdoch
-- Dentist-,

of Springer. N. M.. will be in
Roy

--

Hartford fire

would have been.
think about such things is right
rwa before the storm carnes. Hart- fbod Hail Insurance CQBts little and
will add much to your peace of
rated. May we talk toyou about it?

-

Clayton New Mex.

aiBHi

when you look sadly over your

-

&yriae Language.
Syrlae Is one of the three-- groups ot
languages Into which thé eld Aramaic
of Assyria and Babylonia was developed, the other groups being the Chal-dal- c

(j

at Law

Given all Business
to me

to rEe- American
cause of liberty.
off the
W
coast of Scotland
with the

-

'

SOON
Southwestern Hotel

Prompt Attention
and the Nabateao-SabeaThe Syrians Is emphatically a Christian literature language, the Bible was
to attend the Dental needs of
translated Into It as was a deal of
your
mail
th3 community.
results
best
For
writing from the fourth to the tenth
1
,
century, and It, Instead of Latin, is the films to Lafayette Studio.
liturgical language of the Roman CathRoy, New Mexico.
.
olics of Lebanon in Syria today.
is a variant of
Alie
the Syrlac, combining features of both BOWEL COMPLAINTS IN INDIA.
Then you will have a
the Syrlac and Chaldalc groups. It ts
In a lecture at one of the Des Moinfound in use In Kurdistan and the Lake es, Iowa, churches a missionary from
PUBLIC SALE.
'
Urmia dlstry""
India told of goinjf into the interior
There's only one REAL Aucor Indi, where he was. taken sick,
Wanted the Usual Reward.
of Chamberlain's tioneer in the Country, Thats - bottle
a
had
he
that
Ethel had been singing songs in a
kindergarten entertainment, and after Colic.Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
each rendition she had received hearty with him and believed that it saved his
applause. The rext evening her moth- life. 'T'his remedy is used successfully
His address is MILLS N. M.
er had company, and she asked Ethel in India both as a preventive and cure
You can have SALE BILLS
If she would not slug one of her songs for cholera. You may know from this
for the guest. Kthvl complied with the that it can be depended pon for the printed and make dates at the
request, and when she had finished the milder forms of bowel complaint that Spanish-American
Office.- - Roy
Woman thanked her and complimented occur in this country,
New Mexico.
her on her voice. But Ethel was
ObtainaS'.e everywhere,
" e.P
"If y.m H'"why tlou't you cmp'r'
.

n.

Rev. Russel was down from
Dawson again this week. His
daughter, Phoebe, is reported on
the sick list.

M

J. B. LUSK

.

mi

Sandavs at 7.30 P.

BAPTIST
Sunday
in each month.
Second
7.30, P. M.
Service? 11 A. M.,

History pages- - do' not relate any more
hosolc or thrilling story: than tSuit ot
the trlumpn won
against great odds
apt. Paul
by
Jones, la whose
v el a8t altbough
not aai American
fint- -

& 3d

-

ff

The Jones' and other railroad
neoole who were fishing up on
the Jaritas are home, sunburned
and with large fish stories to tell
but nothing reliable of the catch
. except that they caught a good
uucaing in the raia storm.

Ia the American Magazine a farmer's wife tells of Bonie of her experiences. She says :
"My husband does not, or will not
realize that the, world has moved, and
that what were luxuries a generation
ago are necessities now. One of my
children died of typhoid fever, the
germs of which were, no doubt, brought
by flies from the house down the road
where they had the disease; for we
haven't a screen door In the house, and
only a few cheap adjustable screens, f
"We sleep on feather beds, because
mattresses cost money, and theeather
beds were In the house a part of the
furnishings that I married, when I took
my husband for better or for worse. We
have chairs with rounds missing, worn
carpets, nicked dishes and cooking
utensils that have long since outlived
their usefulness.
"The house Is Inconvenient, and for
that reason alone housework Is much
harder than it ought to be, and housework is hard enough In all conscience
on a farm. We have no water in the
'house. For 25 years I have fetched
and carried water. There are two
steps between thé kitchen and the din
ing room, which, by the way, was formerly a bedroom, and has no place for
a stove. The 'parlor is across o hall
from the main part of the house and is
only opened on special occasions."

SCHOOL

each Sunday at 10, A. i
Your
Christian Churcn.

e

of

--

,

3

mi

quishment 9 miles of Roy. Over
300 acres tillable, 80 acres plowed and fenced, small improvements. $750.00 takes it in the
next few days.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

r

VNION SVNDAY

Conveniences.

have-change-

Conductor Off alter, freight
train pilot on this branch, has
been in charge of one of the
Pollys this week.

Church Directory

Mosquero

-

acres relin-

Ubis reported to us that Mis:
Inez Cate, who, is working at the
has the finest field
. Roy Hospital,
Solano communi-ty- ,
in
the
wheat
of
70 acres of it

as usual.

TIMES

Hit Wife Tells Hew She Has Lived
for Many Years Wtthsut Modert

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

FOR

THE

FARMER BEHIND

The

? SELLING OUT?

Syro-Cbalda- tc

.

Col F. O. WHITE

Sic

"The One -Price Store"
ac

-

com-plu-

d,

t-

THI

SPANISH.AMERICAN.

Prairie View

RESULTS

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

Office at Clayton, New Mex
Everybody busy planting more
May 21, 1917
frijoles since the rain, crops all
Notice is hereby given that Rafaela
look fine in this vicinity.
Gallegos, of Sabinoso New Mex-

Quite a wind storm Monday,
blew a barn to pieces and tore
the additional room- that Chas.
Depew was building on their
house just having the sides up
when it started blowing and
while the men were catching
somo horses that had been in the
barn, the addition wentdQwn,
-

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

OF COURSE, the immediate result of steady

R oy Garag e

saving is gathering together of wealth in the
.

protection of the bank, conferring upon you the

and LIVERY

power to command a certain share of the world's
But the

material valuables and pleasures,
mate

-t-

he important

Edith Butler's younger sister
Cimarron is visiinf her

ulti-

Cars Housed and Cared for

results of saving and bank

ing of money are a strengthened

At Reasonable Rates.-

character, a

ROY,

Mr3. Million died at her home
near Solano Sunday and was bur-ie- e
at the Solano Cemetery Monday. She has been an invalid
foralong time but her death
was sudden add unexpected. We
could learn nothing further at
this time.

18

Township 17N Range 25E N. M. P.
Merinian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year final proof to estab
iibii tiuiin iu ui lunu aoove aescrioea
before P H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
N M on the 2nd day of July' 1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
Cipriano Lujan
Luis Lujan
Rafael Crespin
E'iai Sena,
All of Sai.inoso N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
30

Proprietc

Mrs.

NewMex.

Zoe

Fern Depew returned home
Monday from a week at Roy attending the Chautauqua and reports a very good time.
Butler and family spent
Sunday at the Pink Fooper horre

expense. Here Is an instunce: E. w.
Archer, Caldwell, Ohio, writes: "I do
not believe that our family has been
without Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy sinoe we commenced ke pía j house years ago.
When we gc 94 in extended visit va
take it with OS."

Obtainable everywhere,

O wen

HOW NATIONS

OF EARTH

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Petroleum . .U. 3. A.
U.S.A.
Pig Iron
Steel.'...'. ..U. S. A.

Russia

U. S. A.
Copper
Aluminum . .U. S. A.

Japan
France

t

Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr.M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Germany
Germany

Rubber
Gold

Transvaal

Tin

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen

U.S.A.

Silver

U. S. A.
Mexico
This summary shows the number of
products in which each country leads:
1
United States. 14 Cuba
1
3
Gold Coast
China
2
Malay States.. 1
Brazil

Paul Anderson came driving
...
his steam tractor into town
1
Trannvaal .... 1
Wednesday morning wito two Russia
0
1 Ail others
Australia.....
Threshers and
big Steel-Cas- e
When you buy United States Lib
several other machines tied on erty Bonds remember that you are
behind. Théy are getting their buying the bonds of the richest nation
earth, the one most abundantly
two big, modern threshing rigs on
blessed by nature and by man, the
threshing
season producer in the greatest quantity of 14
ready for the
just ahead assured by the rain. commodities that the world demands.

We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.

want to sell by the first of establish claim to the land above
'

before Jose O, Romero, US
For further information, write Commissioner, at his office at Hilario,
E. B. Cropp Trementina, N. M. N M on the 13 ay of Aug, 1917,
Claimant names as witnesses:
1
E. B. Cropp
Francisco Chavez
J. M. Elder and wife took Turner Pender
J. M Howe
turns in attendance at the ChauAll of Trementina N. M,
'
- FRANCISCO DELGADO
tauqua last week as it was impos

U. Kingdom

Germany
M'I'y State's Bolivia
Congo
Brazil

10-1-

WJ-NF-

Sept. 1917.

Patent Medicines

U.S.A.

Zinc.

Mrs. Grabiela Chavez, Jl Tremenwhe an 4 12 and
made H E No 019710 and 029191 for
J
FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm SEJ-SE- J
Sec. 11 NEi-NE14
Sec.
S'J-SWSec. 12 NWJ-Ni
2,000 acres of Patented land 1,000
acres of leased land, the best Sec. 13 Twp. 16N. Rng. 23E. N M P
Meridian has filed notice of inwatered place in this County.
tention to make threo year prq;)f, to

I

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

.Brazil
Venezuela
Gold Coast Brazil
U. S. A.
British India

Argentina
Japan

m

tina N.

Hera Is a lint of 25 of the world's
most useful and valuable commodities,
showing what country leads and what
country ranks second in ' producing
them:
Leading
Second
Commodity
Country
Country
U. S. A.
Russia
Wheat
U. S. A.
Argentina
Corn.
U. S. A.
Oats
Russia
Germany
Rye
Russia
China
Rice
British India
British India
Tobacco.... U. S. A.
U.S.A.
Russia
Cattle
Cuba
Sugar
Russia
China
British India
Tea

...... .Australia
.China
Sük.
Coal ....... U. S. A.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

surprise was Department of the
An
Interior U. S. Land
given at the John Weisdorfer
Ollice at Clayton, N. M.
June 7, 1917
home Saturday evening in honor
Notice is hereby given that
of Mr. W's. birthday.
Ice-crea-

RANK IN PRODUCTIONS

Coffee
Cocoa
Cotton
Wool

' Section.

Deubler called cn
Edna Grunig Tuesday.

chanica

NEW MEX.

After several months spent in
requesting more careful driving
.and publishing notices 01 ine
need os rezarding the Speed Li
mit on the streets of Roy the
Tillage Trustees have reached
the point where forbearance has
ceased to be a virtue and the
Marshall was instructed to nab
veryone'who excsebs the 12
milfc snf ed limit on the street.
He has already escorted several
prominent citizens to the ronce
Court where the perscribed $10.
and costs was promptly attached
Cindly admonition failed utterly
but is expected $10. ane trimmings will work the desired re.
form.

NEJ-Nw- j,

J,

FORETHOUGHT.
The Ladies Needle Club meets
People ate learning that a little
with Mrs. Martinez this week.
forethought often saves them a big

M

BANK

SpeedersPinched

made H.

9 1911

GASOLINE STA.

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
ROY,

on Feb.

OlOO'for
NWl-S-

6--

this week.

N.

F. S. BroWll,

ico who
K, No.

from

-

RepaJr Work Expert

dominant will, and a sane and sensible cognizance of the greater, the basic joys of humanity.

.

described,

sible for them all to be away
from the farm at ence, They
were represented at every performance.

616

Register

H

TO THE PUBLIC.

"I have been using Chamberlain's
Tablets for indigestion for ihe past
six months, and itaffords me pleasure
FRESH MILK COWS:-T- wo
to say I have nevex used a remedy
gentle, young, with heiffer calves that did me so muck' good" Mrs. C
Enquire of G. W E. Riley, Illioc, N. Y. Chamberlains.
for sale,
FREEMAN,West of Solano, Tablets are obtainable evirywhere.
-

New Mexico.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Uftce at Santa Ke New Mexico.
Mrs. Renfro "will close the
June 7, 1917,
Southwestern Hotel next Wednes Notice is hereby given that
day, June 27th. and retire from Hattie Crocker of Sabinoso, N. M,
who on Aug 23, 1913 made H E. No.
the Hotel business. The build- 019493
Sec. 26,
for Lots
ing will be in thr hands of the Township 15N Range 24E. N, M. P
owner, Dr. Self who will also Meridian has filed notice of intention--to
make final three year proof to
have charge of the furnishings
which will be sold on easy terms establish claim to the latid above desJose G Romero
cribed before
on the installment plan if desirU. S. Commissioner at Hilario N. Mex

'

Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
J.F. ARNETT Prop'r.

ed. This Í3 a good opening for on Aug. 13 1917.
Thrift Thought ,
Get the thrift habit the broad thrif a hotel.
Claimant names as witnesses:
habit, now; practice It thoughtfully
E B Cropp
Francisco Chavez
waste not the little things; find the Jo;
Claud Vendel
James Taylor
that a growing bank account brings
All of Tretnentini NM
Mrs. E. B. Holmes and daugh
Invest your savings safely and profit
FRANCISCO DELGADO
forgel
tomorrow
ably; remember
but
ter, Gordon, left Thursday for
Register
Pure
not today ;jpend for the things thai
Oklahoma, where they will visit
UNSWEETENED
last and Bwl the secret of the brondei
Nobody Is entitled to any special
EVAPORATED
thrift that multes for better living. H for "some time. Mrs. Holmes'
credit for believing In the country that
$103 Reward, $100
.
NOTICE FOliJÜBLICATIOIs-Goat Milk
health has not been good and the
is so tremendously richer than any
The readers of this paper will be Is the ouly thrift worth while.
pleased to learn that there Is at least
other nation. The man who doesn't one
Tha incomoaroble Baby Food
change is imperative."
disease that science has
U. S. A. been dreaded
believe in the nature-blesseThe Perfect Food for invalUU
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
able to cure In all Its atase and
I Woriu mvmUn h iwl.H.
Mlk to tb. J
Is to be pitied.
that la catarrh. Catarrh twin? greatly
)S8- "luücuiow
mlwiag
Influenced by constitutional
conditions
Rev. Hearn's sister, Mrs. Pax-to)
County of Mora
If you have not yet bought your reaulM constitutional
traabMt rwHWMT mwmia fw
treatment.
Hall's
tl huaaliM BUBW111HM4
Wednesday from
United States Liberty Bondi, see your "Catarrh Medicine le taken Internally and
arrived
'
In the District Court.
AT L1ADIN9 OHUOOIT
acts thru the Blood on the Mucous Bur.
banker or broker today.
Arizona and will accompany Mrs.
faces of the Syatem thereby destroying
Tin
Fal.r la
the foundation of the dimaae, givlnf the
uinFMANN,.BOAT M I LK CD.
patient strength by building' up the ea
Fvw people realise as tber enjoy the Hearn on her visit to their old
Bersabe Archuleta de Cordova,
'L
r
stitutlon and assisting nature In doing Its
luscious pineapple that In Us juice
rl
14' llj.
WU,
Has Nothing to. Say.
work.
Nature has provided a valuable medi- homes in Indiana and PennsylvaThe proprietors have so much
Plaintiff,
powere
Heaviest and Lightest Woods Hera.
Chemically
fresh
at
faith
of Hall's
cine.
the Juice
the curative
"I understand your boy Is making CatarrhIn' Medicine
week.
nia
next
tlles-tlv- e
tney
lightest
One
to
offer
pineapple
the
certain
is
aimilar
that
and
Both the heaviest
vs.
No. 2481
fine record at college."
Hundred Dollars tor any case that It falls
ferments which nature manufacwoods growln the United States, the
tures in the stomach end utilinrs in
to cure. Bend for list of testimonials.
a
Grabcoln,
Mr.
aald
"he's
"Well."
' The Campfire
CO.. Toledo,
Address P. J. CHENEY
the digestion, and in cases of indigesformer being Florida lronwood and champion hammer-throwe- r
Girls ran the Teodooio Cordova, Defendant
and a rat- Ohio. Sold by all Druggist. Tto.
tion, heartburn, nausai, if as, blchlng,
cork of souththe latter the
distress,
similar
and
sick
headache
suspect
good
and
he
halfback,
tling
I
again
pineapple Juice, mixed with pepsin Drug Store SodaFountain
eastern Missouri.
playa a stiff game of poker, but when
Notice by Publication.
and certain other ingredients, form
Wednesday
Red
Cross.
for
the
AND
STOMACH
TROUBLES
a wonderfully effective subxtitute
I mention Latin or Greek In his presThe
said Defendant, Teodocio Coroo-v-a,
these materials.
CONSTIPATION.
quiet day in town and
ence he maintains a discreet silence."
Invention Saves Labor.
of pine- It was a
A scientific combination
will
take notice, that suit has been
media
apple Juice, pepsin and other
they had to go hunting for cusTo ave labor In building rnads
"I will cheerfully say that Chamber
cines Is put up under the name of
filed by Bersabe Archuleta, Plaintiff
spread
Too.
Llka
Would
One,
that
Invented
j
beeta
COMNATOU PINEAPPLE PEPSIN
art hna
tomers but they found them.
lain'a Tablets are the most satisfac-In the above entitled cause, being No.
"There's man's best friend," he aald,
POUND and Is one of the finest things
itone evenly as it Is dumped.
stomach troubles and for
remedy
for
'ory
dose
Hrsi
Th
disorders.
stomach
2481, on the docket of the District
pulling a cigar from his pocket,
then
appetite
fine
brings relief. A
t onstipatlon that I have sold in thirty
proves beyond question that the stomt "Well," replied his companion, wistCourt of the County of- Mora, Stata
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ach la once more in excellent condi- Department of the Interior V. S. Land of New Mexico, in which said
Optlmistio Thought.
fully, "I hate to see a man have only four years drug store service, writes
Plaintiff
will
drug
leading
store
Any
tion.
S. H. Murphy, druggist, Wellsburg,
He I above hi enemies that desple
one friend."
you a guarantee of prompt
Office at Clayton, New Mex
pray for an absolute divorce from
frlva
-- '
Get
money
back.
or
N. Y.
and benefit
It,!,
May 211917
PINEyou, the said Defendant,
upon the
a 50c or $1.00 bottle of NATOLtoday
a - Notice is hereby given that
Obtainable everywhere.
APPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND
grounds of cruel treatment, desertion
Celedón Esquibel of Roy, N. M. who abandonment and nonsupport, as will
on June 24, 1913 and March, 17, 1915 more fully appear from ihe complaint
madeH. E. & Add'INos. 016620, 019618 on lile herein. Plaintiff also prays for
and Lot 7 general relief.
for Lots
Nwi-SW- J
NwJ-S- El,
Sec 4. NEJ-SK- J
y
You are further notilied that unless
C. U. Stkono. County Treasurer
Tom J. Tatlob, jr.. Absrtaotoj
Sec 5 Twp 20n. Rng 25E. N. M. P. you enter or cause to be entered your
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- appearance in the above entitled causo
tion to make three Year Proof, to on or before the 20th day of July, 1Ü17
Office and Exchange, ROY, N. M.
establish claim to the land above! judgement by default and decree pro- Mora, New México
described before F. H Foster, U S confesso will be rendered therein
PHONE at Springer.
E
Connects with
Comr.
at Koy, New Mexico, on
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
July 2, 1917
Mora County.lÜÜ
Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Plalnfiffs attorney ii W. J. Lucas,
v
Claimant' names as witnesses:
Lines
coa
whose Pout Office and office addrehs
and intermediate points. Adolfo Montoya
Mora Grant are being!
Frederico
in
the
Esquibel,
Lands
to
Titles
a. Ci
i- rtr
straightened out and we are also prepared!
George Kataflasz Reinaldo Montoja is East Las Vegas, New Mexico,
utncieni oervice
Roy City Exclianjie,
nected.
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
i,
All of Roy New Mexico'
PEDRO A. ORTEGA
PAZ VALVERD3
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
District Clerjc
liegtstei. ByMilnorA, Rudulph
AU Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promiitoess sod Aocurcy 4
Your Business Re speotf uUy SoUoited
Deputy,
The Difference.
genius cua no more help hrln; a
g
genius than a crazy mnn cnu help
crazy. It Just happens that when
Remember, also, that no other county In the world leads In more than the genius does what he considers n
smart thing, it. Is smart; but when the
three, and that Germany, Austria-HungarTurkey and Bulgaria lead In poor crazy man does his best It turns
oat to be foolish. Ed Howe's Monthly.
none.
A

be-la-
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d

Pinoapph Juice
For tedigeslton
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Roy Telephone Co.
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Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
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MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY j

'
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J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.
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THE

after the day's 'hard wore

Oddly
and not so Irrational as may
appear, Sidney formed a part of the
evening's happiness that she loved
hlui; that, back In the lecture room,
eyes and even mind on the lecturer,
her heart was with klm,
So, with Sidney the basis of his hap
piness, he made the most of his eve
ning's freedom. He sang a little In
his eleur tenor even, once when they
had slowed down at a crossing, bent
over audaciously and kissed Cnrlotta's
hand In the full glare of a passing
enough,

train.

Mary Roberts Rinchart
ICupyrlgtit, by MuClur

lna)

V ublicjulou,

pays a
heavy penalty fcr his faithlessness to Sidney.
Harrison's influence
once again shows its character. Sidney is deeply involvedand the whole hard
Dr. Max

Wilson

Car-lot-

truth about

K.

ta

LeMoyne

'

comes out.

CHAPTER XX. Continued.
1ft

-

When Joe suddenly announced bla
Inclination to go out Into the country
after all, Le Moyne suspected a ruso to
get lid of him, and Insisted on going
along. Joe consented grudgingly.
"Car's at Bailey's garage," he said
sullenly. "I don't know when I'll get

back."
"That won't matter." Ks tone was
cheerful. Tm not sleeping, anyhow."
That passed unnoticed until they
were on the highroad, with the car
running smoothly between yellowing
fields of wheat Then :
"So you've got It too!" he suid.
"We're a fine polr of fools. ' We'd both
be better off If I sent the car over a
bank."
IJe tuve the wheel a reckless twist,
, and Le Moyne
called him to time
sternly.
They had supper at the White
Springs hotel not on the terrace, but
la the Uttle room where Carlotta and
Wilson bad taken their first meal together. Joe submitted with bad grace,
bat the meal cheered and steadied
him. K. found him more amenable to
reason, and, gaining his confidence,
learned of bis desire to leave the city.
"rm stuck here," he said. "I'm the
only one, arid mother yells blue murder when I talk about It I want to go
to Cuba. My uncle owns a farm down
there."
"Perhaps I can talk your mother
over. I've beeq, there."
Joe was all Interest. His dilated pu- became more
his restless
Íplls grew quiet. normal,
K.'s even voice, the
picture he drew of life on the island,
the stillness of the little hotel In Its
midweek dullness, seemed to quiet the
boy's tortured nerves. He was nearer
to peace than he had been for many
duys. But he smoked Incessantly, lighting one cigarette from another.
At ten o'clock he left K. nnd went
for the car. He paused for a moment.
rather sheepishly, by K.'s chair.
"I'm feeling a lot better," he sold. "I
haven't got the band around ray head.
You talk to mother."
That was the lust K. saw of Joe
Drummond until the next day.

"How reckless of youP
"I like to be reckleRH," he replied.
Ills boyishness annoyed Carlotta,
She did not want the situation to get
out of hand. Moreover, what was so
real for her was only too plulnly a
lark for him. She began to doubt her
power.
The hopelessness of her situation
was dawning on her. Even when the
touch of her beside him and the soli
tude of the country roads got In his
blood, and he bent toward her, she
found no encouragement In his words
"I nm mad about you tonight."
She took her courage In her hands
"Then why give me up for someone

else?"
"That's

different"

"Why Is It different? I am a worn
an. I I love you, Muz. No one else
will ever care as I do."
"You are In love with the Lamb!"
"That wns a trick. I am sorry,
Max. I don't care for anyone else In
the world. If you let hie go I'll want
to die."
Then, as he was silent
"If you'll marry me, I'll be true to
you all my life. 1 swear It There
will be nobody else, ever."
The sense, If not the words, of whnt
he had sworn to Sidney that Sunday
afternoon under the trees, on this very
road I Swift shame overtook him, that
be should be here, that he had allowed
Carlotta to remain In Ignorance of how
things really stood between them.
"I'm sorry, Curlotta. It's Impossible.
I'm engaged to marry someone else."
"Sidney Page?" almost a whisper,

"Tes."
He was ashamed at the way she
took the news. If she had stormed or
wept, he would have known whnt to
do. But she sut still, not speuklng.
"You must have expected

It, sooner

or later."
Still she made no reply. He thought
she might faint, and looked at her
anxiously.
Her profile, Indistinct be
side him, looked white and drawn. But
Carlotta was not fainting. She was
making a desperate plan. If their escapade became knoUn, It would end
things between Sidney and him. She
wns sure of that. She needed time to
think It out. It must become known
without any apparent move on her
part. If, for Instance, she became 111,
and was away from the hospital all
night, that might answer. The thing
would be Investigated, and who knew
The car turned In at Schwltter's
road and drew up before the bouse.
The narrow porch was filled with small
tubles, above which hung rows of electrie lights Inclosed Id Japanese paper
lanterns. Midweek, which had found
the White Springs hotel almost desert
ed, saw Scbwltters' crowded tables set
out under the trees. Seeing the crowd,
Wilson drove directly to the yard and

SPANISH-AMERICA-

know" that Wilson would detect her
malingering very quickly and begged
to be taken Into the house.
"I feel very 111," she said, and her
white face bore her out
Schwltter and Wilson carried her
In and up the stairs to one of the
rooms. The llttfe man wits twittering
with anxiety. He bad a horror of
knockout drops and the police. They
laid her on the bed, her hat beside
her; nnd Wilson, stripping down the
long sleeve of her glove, felt her pulse.
"There's a doctor In the next town,"
sold Schwltter. "I, sent for him o
while ago my wife's not very well."
"I'm a doctor."
"Is It anything serious?"
"Nothing serious."
He closed the door, behind the relieved figure of the lnndlord, and, going back to Curlotta, stood looking
down at her.
"What did you mean by doing that?
You were no more faint than I am."
She closed her eyes.
"I don't remember. Everything went
black. The lanterns"
He crossed the room deliberately
and went out, closing the door behind
him. He saw at once where he stood
In what danger. If she Insisted that
she was III and unable to go back,
there would be a fuss. The story
would come out. Everything would be
gone. Schwltter's, of all places!
At the foot of the stulrs, Schwltter
pulled himself together. After all,' the
girl was only 111. There was nothing
for the police. He looked at his wutch.
The doctor ought to be there by this
time.
Another, car. Perhaps it was the
doctor. A young man edged his way
Into the hull and confronted him.
"Two people Just arrived here. A
man and a woman In white. Where

are they?"
'Upstairs

first

to

bedroom

last ne asked R. to mine the door on
"
til he got some coffee.
"One of the stnffs been hurt," he
explained. "If I don't get some cof
fee now, I won't get any."
K. promised to watch the door.
A desperate thing had occurred to
Somehow, she had not
Carlotta.
thought of It before. Now she won'
dered how she could have failed to
think of It She went to the staff and
confronted them. They were men of
courage, only declining to undertake
whnt they considered hopeless work.
The one man among them who might
have done the thing with any chance
of success lay stricken.
Not one
among them but would hove given of
his best only his best was not good
enough.
"It would be the Edwardes opera
Hon, wouldn't It?" demanded Carlotta.
There
The staff was bewildered.
were no rules to cover such conduct

the

right.

Joe went up the staircase. At the
top, on the landing, he confronted Wll
son. He fired nt him without a wor- dsaw him fling up his arms and full
back, striking first the wall, then the
floor.
The buzz of conversation on the
porch suddenly ceased. Joe put his
revolver in his pocket nnd went qui
etly down the stairs. The crowd part
ed to let him through.
Carlotta, crouched In her room, lis
tening, not daring to open the door,
heard the sound of a car as It swung
out Into the road.
CHAPTER

XXII.

Ha Fired

at

Him Without a Word.

on the part of a nurse.

One of them

replied rather heavily: "If ony,' It
would be the Edwardes operation."
"Would Doctor Edwardes himself
be able to do anything?"
This was going a little far1.
"Possibly. One chance in a thousand, perhaps. But Edwardes Is dead.
How did this thing happen, Miss Harrison?"
She Ignored his question. Her face
was ghastly," save for the trace of
rouge; her eyes were
"Doctor Edwardes Is sitting on a
bench in the ball outside!" she an-

Trouser Skirts
Gaining Ground
Everyone knows that the new ev
NW York. It Is an oft repeated as sertion that the French never give up nlng slippers designed after the French
the Idea of trousers for women, and pattern, are often carried to the call
the world thnt la opposed to such an of the leg by means of wide straps ol
idea always comes back with the state Jeweled leather or gold or sliver lace.
ment that France, who adores the fern These strings are folded and Interlaced
Inlne In woman more than any other about the ankles and finished at the
nation In the world, insists upon her top without a bow.
wearing a costume that is entirely
Some of the smart women who wear
mannish.
the zouave skirt with the short
d
It was France who opposed the An
leggings that stop four inches
n
coat and skirt of worsted above the ankles, add a Jeweled bracematerial on the ground that It took let or a ribbon of black velvet at each
away from women that alluring fcml ankle, in the Oriental manner.
nlntty which is their chief charm. It
The fashionable demand for gold
was the Paris designers who said that and silver lace done in the pattern
they never cared to perfect themselves known as lame, which means that the
In the making of costumery that was bullion threads are flattened out by
not befitting to the soft curves and co
quetry of a woman's figure and face.
And yet, it Is Paris who, for at least
six years, has Insistent!
struck the
note of trousers for women throughout
the seasons. She points to the trous
ers of the Orient however, as the ones
to be Imitated. The bifurcated garments that she designs are full of
feminine touches. They are not the
square, rigorous "pants" of the male
attire of this generation. And yet, one
of the most coquettish things the little
girls of Montmartre do In Paris is to
swagger about the restaurants in boyish attire the large trousers of the
quarter, the short Jacket the soft shirt
with its rolling collar and the flowing
student's tie.
It was these little French girls who
first bobbed the hair off a la Buster
Brown and wore the slouch hat pulled
down over the forehead. When this
coiffure or lack pf coiffure was in
troduced here by Mrs. Vernon Castle
and taken np by a thousand and one
other women in and out of society, It
was thought to be something quite out
rageous. France had accepted It for
ten years without a quiver. Her people usserted that the bobbed hair of
boy was excessively
coquettish
against the allurement of a young
This outdoor smock Is made of gray
girl's face. However, in this country, Jersey with yoke of worsted embroidespecially In New York, there are now ery. The front, back of sleeves and
women of flftv with ernv hnlr who pockets are laced with colored cord
'
have It bobbed to the ears and fresh finished with wooden balls.
ly curled every day; so the antagon
heavy roller to give the effect of being
ism has evidently died down.
Ironed Into the cloth, gives rise to
Coquettish Ways With Trousers.
America does not seem to be averse short, tight leggings made of either
to trousers; now that the first shock lace.
The metal tissues are not revived
Is over, she looks upon them with calm
acceptance, provided they are cut ac for summer, and only chiffons, crepes
cording to the coquettish manner de chine and thin satins are used for
which France insists upon. They are evening gowns ; therefore one does not
usually part of a skirt, they do not get the impressive Oriental effect from
Indicate tbe shape of the leg above the Jeweled leggings that one would
receive if the gown Itself were full of
bullion threads, as It wc.a last winter.
Jew-ele-

It was the Lamb who received the
message about Wilson; and because
he was not very keen at the best, and
because the news was so startling, he
refused to credit his ears.
"Who Is this at the 'phone?"
"Le Moyne's my name. Get Dr. Ed
Wilson at once. Doctor Wilson, the
nounced.
surgeon, has been shot," came slowly
Her voice rang out. - K. heard her
and distinctly. "Get the staff here and
and raised his head. His attitude wai
have a room ready. Get the operating weary, resigned. The thing had come,
' .
room ready, too."
theu He was to take up the old burThe Lamb wakened then, and roused den. The girl had told.
the house. He was Incoherent, rather,
so that Doctor Ed only learned the
Doctor Ed had sent for Sidney. She
truth when he got to the hospital
thought It was another operation, and
"Who has been shot? I thought you her spirit wns
Just a little wenry. But
said "
She
her courage was indomitable.
Lamb
pale
The
turned
at that, and forced her shoes on her tired feet, nqd
braced himself.
bathed her face In cold water to rouse
I'm sorry I thought you under herself.
parked his machine.
stood.
not
I believe It's not
serious.
"No need of running any risk," he
The night watchman was In the hall.
explained to the still figure beside him. It's Doctor Max, sir."
He was fond of Sidney; she always
Doctor Ed, who was heavy and not smiled at him( and, on bis morning
very young, sat down on an office chair. rounds at six o'clock to waken the
Out of sheer habit he had brought the nurses, her voice was always nmlnble.
bag. He put it down on the floor be- So she found him In the hnll, holding
CHAPTER XXI.
side him, and moistened his lips.
a cup of tepid coffee. He wns old nnd
"Is he living?"
blenry. unmlstnkubly
dirty, too but
Carlotta had set the hour for meet"Oh, yes, sir. I gathered that Mr. he had divined Sidney's romance.
ing Wilson at nine, when the late dusc
Moyne
Le
did not think It serious."
"Coffee! For me?". She was aiton
of summer hod fullen; and she met
He lied, nnd Doctor Ed knew he lied. ished.
him then, smiling, a- faintly perfumed
The Lamb stood by the door, and
"Get It down."
.
white figure, slim and young, with n
Doctor Ed sat and waited.: The office
So she finished It, not without anxi
clock said half after: three. The bag ety that she might be needed.
thrill In her voice that was only half
But
assumed.
with the dog collar In t was on- the daddy's attentions were for few, and
"It's very lute," he complained.
floor. He thought of many things, but not to be lightly received.
"Surely you are not going to be back
mostly of the promise he had made his
Can you stnnd n piece of bad
nt ten."
Cold beads of sweat stood neVs?" ,.
mother.
.. .
...
"I have special permission to be out
out on his forehead.
Strangely, her first thought was of
'
"
;
late."
"I think I hear them now, sir," said K:
"Good !" And then, recollecting their
the Lamb, and stood back respectfully
Caliere hns been an accident.
Doc
new situation : 'We ha've n lot to talk
to let him pass out of' the door.
tor Wllson" .
over. It will take time."
Curlotta stayed In the room during
"Which one?"
At the White Springs hotel they,
"D.octor Max has been hurt. It
v the consuluitjon. No one seemed to
stopped to fill the gasoline tank of the
wonder why she wns therefor .to pay ain't much, but I guess you'd like to
nny attention! to her. The'-stafcan Joe Drummond saw Wilson there.
was know it."
.
liii the sheet-Irogarage alongside of
stricken.. They'moved back to make
"Where Is he?"'
,
'
Ed-room for Doctor
the road. The Wilson car was In the
beside' the bed,
"Downstairs, In seventeen."-shadow'. It did not occur to Joe that
.
and then closed in again.
So she went down alone to the
This summer suit of velour Is light
the white figure in the car was not
Carlotta waited, her hund.oVer her room where Doctor Ed'sat In a chair,
Sidney.' He went ruther white, and
mouth to keep herself from screaming. with his untidy bag beside him on tbe green striped with a double black line,
stepped out of the sone of light. The
Surely they wóuldu't let him die like floor, and his eyes fixed on a straight the coat and skirt fastened with black
I ' When
Influence of Lc Movne was still on
she saw the phalanx figure on the bed.- - When he saw Sid- bone buttons. There are a directolre
that
AT I i
him, however, and he went on quietly
break up and realized they would not ney, he got up and put his arms around collar and revert with Japanese
operate, she run from the room.
with whiit he Was" doing. Biit his hands
her. His eyes told her the truth be- sleeves.
shook as he filled the radiator. He
staff went hopelessly down the fore, he told her anything. She hardly the knee and they are managed in
The
'
had been an ass ; Le Moyne was right.
stulrs to the smoking room, and listened to what he said. The fact some fashion that gives attractiveness
He'd get away to Cuba If he could
smoked.
It was all they could do, was nil that concerned her for sud- to the entire garment and start over again. He would forget
The night assistant sent coffee down denly Sidney's small world, Which had
Erte, the young French designer who
the Street and let It forget him.
to them, nnd they drank It. Doctor always sedately revolved In one direc- was
with Paul Polret, Invented the
"I Am Mad About You Tonjflht."
, The men In the garage were talking.
Ed stayed In his brother's room, and tion, began to move the other way.
white cloth skirt that shaped Itself
'To Schwltter's, of course," one of "We can walk back nnd take a table sold to his mother,, under his breoth,
.
The door opened, nnd the staff came at the hem into
g
gaiters
he'd tried to do his best by Mux, In. But where before they hnd moved
them grumbled,
strap
trees, away from those In- that
shoe. This
a
with
under
the
under
the
"That was Wilson, the surgeon In
and that from now on It would be up heavily, with dropped heads, now they was the very first Indication of the
fernal lanterns."
town. He used to come here. Now
to her.
came quickly, as men with a purpose. now famous, zouave skirt
'
us
She reeled a little
he helped her
he goes on to Schwltter's. Pretty girl
K. had brought the Injured mun In. There was a tall man In a white coat
out.
There are already several patterns
he had with him."
The country doctor, on the way In, hnd with them. He ordered them about of walking skirts, and also those used
"Not sick, 'are you?"
So Max Wilson was taking Sidney to
taken It for grnnted that K. was a like children, and they hastened to do for sports In
the open country, which
"I'm dizzy. I'm all right."
Schwltter's, ranking her the butt of
medical man like himself, and had his will. The heaviness of Inactivity
made of shadow plaid or vague-stripeare
She
white.
looked
He
a
felt
stab
pluced his hypodermic case at his dis- lifted. The room buzzed. The nurses
garage talk! The smiles of the men
worsteds that resolve themwere evil. Joe's hands grew cold, his of pity for her. She leaned rather posal.
stood by, while the staff did nurses' selves into a kind of puttee from knee
heavily
on
they
him
as
walked
toward
A
In
red
spread
hlra
mist
hot.
missed
When
the
between
he
smokhead
work.
o ankle.
him and the Une of electric lights. He the house. The faint perfume that ing room, that was he asked for him.
It was the Lamb, after all, who
On the stage, and In the restaurants
him,
had
almost Intoxicated
earlier,
"I don't see the chap who came In brought the news to Sidney. The new where women dance, there are more
knew Schwltter's, and he knew Wilson. When K., growing uneasy, cume vaguely Irritated him now.
with us," he sold. "Clever fellow. Like activity hnd cnught Doctor Ed, and extravagant trousered effects In skirts,
At the rear of the bouse she shook to know his name.
out Into the yard, be was In time to
she wns alone now, her face burled such as full garments of crepe
The stuff did not know.
see Joe run his car into the road and off his arm and preceded him around
against the back of a chair.
de chine or satin which drop from a
the building. She chose the end of thel K. sat alone on a bench In the hall.
turn It viciously toward Schwltter's.
"There'll be something doing now, high waistline and end In
In
ns
place
porch
drop,
which
to
the
who
was
nearness
wondered
would
having
tell Sidney; Miss Page," he offered.
.Carlotm's
Its
He
leggings of Jet, crystal beading or gold
he hoped they would be very gentle
calculated effect on Mar Wilson. His and went down like a stone,
"What are they going to do?"
and silver lace.
These leggings inThere was a moderate excitement. with her. He did not want to go hqrae
spirits rose as the engine, marking
"Going after the bullet. Do you close only the calf of the leg, the
perfect time, carried them along the The visitors at Schwltter's were too and leave her to what she might have know who's going to do It?"
knees being covered by full zouave dra,
much engrossed with themselves to be o face. There was a chance she would
quiet roads.
His voice echoed the subdued ex. pery of the skirt, and the ankles by
Partly It was reaction relief that much Interested. She opened her eyes ask for him. He wanted to be near. cltement pf tbe
and silk stockings, with
broThe night, watchman new hope.
almost as soon as she fell to forestall In that ense.
he should be so reasonable, so
caded slippers as a finish.
a sort f holiday spirit any tests; she was shrewd enough to went by twice and stared at him. At
T0 Bffl CONTINUED.)
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tight-fittin-

The Zouve Uniform Skirt
None of these trousered skirts Is
narrow. Every one that France has
sent over nnd that America has adopted has Its trousered effect arranged in;
the Slavic or Oriental manner. The
Insistence upon the silhouette of the
zouave uniform is conspicuous every-- !
where. This uniform is used by the
Algerian troops fighting for France,
and It is most picturesque, with the
full trousers like skirts, the colored

sash, the short, tight Jacket and the
wrapped leggings from knee to ankle.
This idea of Inclosing the leg with
wrappings of any kind' goes back to
the earliest history of the race. It
may be prehistoric, bnt we know that
the earliest garments of men were'
wrapped about the legs with strings or
vines, to keep the material compact
ogulnst the flesh. Therefore, when we
revive this ancient and honorable cus
tom we are going back to the cradle of
civilization, and It is only natural that
the Oriental races, where civilization
began, should have retained this Idea
in the dress for both man and woman.
France sends us many afternoon
gowns as well as walking skirts
which hang full from a high waistline
Inelther plaits or fine gathers and are
tucked In around the legs in- some
fashion, to suggest trousers. The bi
furcation is often in front, not in back,
and some of the grent dressmakers in
France drop plaited panels of ornate,
j needlework
In the Slavic fashion down
the front of the garment from bust to
hem of skirt, In order to hide the bifurcation ; but It Is there just the same.'
This silhouette, which, keep in mind,
is patterned after the Oriental idea of
trousers, and not the Anglo-Saxoone,
gives rise to an artistic variety of
skirts that for the present seem to attract several classes of women.
Possibly, in peace times or in an
era of ceremonial social dignity, this
idea would not advance so rapidly
among the women of two continents,
but with millions of women called to
take the places of men, with ceremonial society simply gone by the board
and with efficiency, utility and the
greater degree of comfort being the
things that women worship today, the
trousered skirt is gaining headway
,

n

every week.
(Copyright, 1917, by tfie McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
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Sewlpg Room Improvement
The sewing room Improvement which
has been the most help to me Is a small
basket which hangs against the end of
the sewing machine, its top about on
a level with the table top of the machine, says a writer In the Woman's
Home Companion.
It Is Just as easy
to brush ends of thread and clippings
from the goods, with one motion of

the hand into this basket as to brush
them to the floor' resulting in a much
cleaner floor. The basket bangs over
two small hooks which were screwed
Into the end of the machine and is easily removed to be emptied.

THE

SUFFERED SIHCE

6

GOOD

SHE VIAS A CHILD

ill

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SCORES THE KAISER

GANADA

PRESIDENT 8AY8 MILITARY, MASTERS DENIED U. 8. RIGHT
TO BE NEUTRAL.

Colorado Woman Couldn't Remember When She Ever Had
a Well Day, She Says.

No

Financial Depression, and
None Since the War Began.

A
correspondent of an
Important Western dolly paper recently mode an extended visit to Western
Canada, and in summing op the results, after going thoroughly Into conditions there, says there Is no financial
depression in Canada, nor has there
been anything of the sort since the
war began. Anyone who has watched
the barometer of trade, and seen the
bank clearings of the different cities
grow and continue to grow will have
arrived at the same conclusion. The
trade statistics reveal a like situation.
The progress that the farmers are
making Is highly satisfactory. As this
correspondent says: "It is true there
have been adaptations to meet new
conditions, and taxes have been revised, and that a very large burden of
added expense in many Unes has been
assumed, but It has all been done methodically, carefully arid with full regard for the resources to be called on.
"That this has been done fairly and
wisely is proved by the present comfortable financial position.
"With the exception of a restricted
area in the east, Canada Is not an industrial country. The greater portion
of the Dominion must be classed as
agricultural area, with only an Infinitesimal part of It fully developed.
"Lacking complete development, the
agricultural portion of Canada has
naturally placed Its main dependence
upon fewer resources than would be
the case In the States. Even In peace
times, business would be subject to
more frequent and wider fluctuations,
due to the narrower foundation opon
which it rests.
"Thus, Canada has "been able to
come up to the war with efficiency and
sufficiency and to maintain and even
advance Its civilian activities.
"Canada's first element of financial
strength lay In Its branch bank system. This system has two great advantages: It makes the financial resources of the Dominion fluid so that
supplies of capital can run quickly
from the high spots to the low spots;
also, It places at the command of each
individual branch the combined resources of the whole Institution so
that there is an efficient safeguard
against severe strain at any one

FILLED COUNTRY WITH SPIES

well-know- n

HAS GAINED 18 FOUNDS

Tried All Sort of Medicines, But
Nothing Did Her Any Good Until
Trou-bl- e
She Took Tanlac
Overcome.

"I

have Just finished my third bottle of Tanlac and have actually gained
eighteen pounds," said Mrs. Mamie
O'Neill, 2001H Welton street, Denver,
Colo., recently.
"Ever since I was a child," Mrs.
O'Neill continued, "even as far back as
I can remember, I have suffered.
Everything I ate soured on my stomach, causing awful pain and at times
I would almost smother from, the gas
that would rise up around my heart
My trouble became worse as I grew
older and I got to where I dreaded to
(
eat anything on account of the suffering it caused rae.
"I tried nearly every kind of medicine made for this trouble, but nothing
did me any good. I fell off In weight
and was so weak that when night
came I would be so tired I could hardly
move. My brother In Pueblo told me
of the fine results he had gotten from
Tanlac and advised me to try It The
result Is, I'm In better1 health now than
I ever have been before since I can
remember.
It's the first time since I
was a child that I can eat just anything I want and enjoy It without suf-

fering afterwards.

"I sleep well every night now and I
can do my work without getting the
least bit tired. I recommend Tanlac
to everybody because of what It has
done for me, and I'm buying a bottle
now for a friend of mine, for I believe
It's Just what she needs."
There is a Tanlac dealer In your
town.

Adv.

Didn't Do It
"He's always knocking the married

men."
"Yes, I know It."
"Only a few years ago he told me he
was Just crazy to get married."
"That's right, but It seems he wasn't
point.
quite crazy enough."

With

the Fingers!

Says Corns Lift Out
Without Any Pain
Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
any kind of a corn can shortly be
lifted right out with the fingers If you
will apply on the corn a few drops of
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
- At little cost one can get a small bottle of freezone at any drug store, which
will positively rid one's feet of every
corn or callus without pain or sore-Besor the danger of Infection.
This new drug is an ether compound,
and dries the moment it Is applied and
does not Inflame or even irritate the
surrounding skin. Just think I You
can lift off your corns and calluses
now without a bit of pain or soreness.
If your druggist hasn't freezone he can
easily get a small bottle for you from
bis wholesale drug house. adv.
s

Long Enough and Cold Enough.
The winter that has Just closed was
the longest and coldest winter In 840
years, so It Is announced by the "oldest Inhabitant in England." Well, we
can easily believe him, but Isn't he
an old fellow and hasn't he a wonderful memory?" Providence Bulletin.

FRECKLES
to Get Rid of Then
,
Spots.
There'! no longer the slightest need of
your
as the
freckles,
feeling (shamed of
prescription othtne
double strength - Is
guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othlne double
strength from your druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and you
should soon see that even the worst freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely. It Is seldom
that more than one ounce Is needed to completely clear the akin and gain a beautiful
clear complexion.
Be sure to aak for the double strength
othlne, as this Is sold under guarantee of
money back If It falls to .remove freckles.
'Adv.
Now I

the Tim

Ugly

Woman's Way.

"I see the department stores are going to sell Liberty loan bonds."
"But remember, dear, If you buy one
you can't go around the nest day and
exchange it for something else."

"Here in Winnipeg, the
banking houses maintain big, strong
branches and, as elsewhere in the
Dominion, these held to an attitude of
saneness and solidity that prevented
even the start of any financial disturbance.
That business generally Is now coming strong on an even keel Is largely
due to the absolute refusal of the
banks, both branch and Independent,
to exhibit the slightest signs of excitement or apprehensiveness.
"For all Canada the savings bank
figures are astonishing. Beginning with
1913. they are, for the fiscal year ending March 31 :
1013
1914
1915
1916
1917

.

'

.'

'....$622,928,908
663,650,230
683,761,432
738,109,212
888,705,698

"These figures represent what Canadians have put away after paying the
Increased living cost, which is about
the same as In the States, all increases Jn taxes and Imports of all kinds
made necessary by the war and generous subscriptions to war bond Issues.

"Prohibition has helped greatly In
keeping the money supplies circulating In the normal, necessary channels.
Tradesmen generally attribute a large
part of the good financial condition to
the fact that the booze bill has been
eliminated. Canada takes law enforcement with true British seriousness.
"Financially, as In every other respect, Canada has developed sufficiency. She has done It In spite of Initial
conditions which would not look promising in the States and she has done It
in a big, strong way.
"One of the best things we did," said
one of the leading Winnipeg bankers
to me, "was to decide early in the
game that we simply would not borrow
trouble.
"We started In Ignorance of how the
war would develop and without knowing exactly what our resources were,
and had to find the way.
"And yet Canadians are not overburdened with taxes nor are they complaining of them. For the common
people there has been but a slight tax
Increase, If any, In a direct way. Indirect payments, of course, are made
in the shape of higher prices for living
commodities, but the price advance on
such items is no heavier than In the
States in the same period." Advertise-

ment

-

for Red Cross-BaBlue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
Don't be misled.

Ask

Back to Earth.
We had a friend who had been pretty prosperous, but who came upon evil
The Better Way.
days. We met him one day and he
marmy
"What I went through in
said that he was pretty close to be'
ried life was a caution."
ing busted, but he was s,till hoping.
"What I went through in my mar- Then he honked his horn, mournfully,
pockets."
ried life were my husband's
and drove away, and we didn't see
him agnln till the other day when we
Many a man's wife dresses stylishly bumped into hira ,on the street, says
j
'
because his creditors can afford it
,
the Cleveland Tlaindealer.
"Hello, old scout 1" we said. "How
are things breaking now?"
After Uis Purina Is for Tired Eyes.
"Fine I" he answered. "I'm on my
(
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Sor Eyes
Red Eyes
Granulated relia. Beats
S ftefreabes Reatorea. Mnrlne l,a Farorlto S
5 Treatment for ye that feel dry and intfart. a .
5 Gire your Byes as mnohof yourlovlniearo 3
roar Teeth and with the same regularity. 3
i6 aa CARE
TOU CMNOI IU1 KW ITESI
FOB MEM.
1 gold at Drug and Optical Stores or by Man.
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Failed In Attempt' to Spread Sedition
German People In Grip of Same
Sinister Power That Has
Drawn Blood From Us.
Washington,
June 15. President
Wilson in a Flag duy address delivered .here on Thursday declared that
we were forced Into the world-wide

wpr.by the extraordinary Insults and
aggressions of the military musters of
Germany.
The president's address In part Is as
follows:
My Fellow Citizens: We meet to
celebrate Flag Day because this flag
which we honor and under which we
serve Is the emblem of our unity, our
power, our thought and purpose as a
nation. It has no other charucter than
that which we give it from generation
to generation. The choices are ours.
It floats in majestic silence above the
hosts that execute those choices,
whether In peace, or In war. And yet,
though silent, It speaks to us speakf
to us of the past, of the men and women who went before us and of the rec;
ords they wrote upon It. We" celebrate
the day of Its birth ; and from Its birth
until now it lias witnessed a great history, has floated on high the symbol of
great events, of a great plan of life
worked out by a greut people. We are
about to carry It Into battle, to lift it
where It will draw the fire of our enemies. We are about to bid thousands,
hundreds of thousands, It may be millions of our men, the young, the strong,
the capable men "of the nation,, to go
forth and die beiieath It on fields of
blood far away for what? For some
unaccustomed thing?
For something
for which It bus never sought the fire
before? American armies were never
before sent across the seas. Why are
they sent now?
For some new purpose, for which this great flag has never been enrried before, or for some old,
familiar, heroic purpose for which It
has seen men, its own men, die on every battlefield upon which Americans
have borne arms since the Revolution?
These are questions which must be
answered.
We are Americans.
We la,
our turn serve America", and can serve
her with no private purpose. We must
nse her flag as she has always used It.
We are accountable at the bar of history and must plead In utter frankness
what purpose It Is we seek to serve.
United States Forced Into War. '
It Is plain enough how we .were
forced Into the war. The extraordinary Insults and aggressions of the imperial German government left us no
choice but to take up
arms In defense of our rights as a free
people and of our honor as a sovereign
government.
The military musters of
Germany denied us the right to be neutral. They filled our unsuspecting communities with vicious spies and conspirators and sought to corrupt the
opinion of our people In their own behalf. When they found that they could
not do Unit, their agents diligently
spread sedition amongst us and sought
to draw our own citizens from their
allegiance, mid some of those agents
were men connected with the 'official
embassy of the German government Itself here in- our own capital. They
sought by violence to destroy our Industries and arrest our commerce.
They tried to Incite Mexico to take up
arms against us mid to draw Japan Into a hostile alliance with her and
that, not by Indirection, but by direct
suggestion from the foreign office In
They Impudently denied us
Berlin.
the use of the high seas and repeatedly executed their tlirent that they
would send to their death any of oilr
people who ventured to approach the
coasts of Europe. And many of our
own people were corrupted. Men began to look upon tlielr own neighbors
with suspicion and to wonder In their'
hot resentment and surprise whether
there was any community In which
hostile Intrigue did not lurk. What
great nntlon In such circumstances
would not have taken up nrms? Much
as we had desired pence, It was denied
us, and not of our own choice. This
flag under which we serve would have
been dishonored had we withheld our
hand.
No Emnlty Toward German People.
But that Is only part of the story.
We know now as clearly us we knew
before we were, ourselves engaged thut
we ore not enemies of the German people and that they are not our enemies.
They did not originate or desire this
hideous war or wish that we should Be
drawn into It; and we nre vaguely conscious that we are fighting their cause,
as they will some day see it, as well ns
ourjbwn. They ore themselves In the
grip of the same sinister power that
has now at lust stretched Its ugly talons out and drawn blood from us. The
whole world Is in the grip of that power and Is trying out the great battle
which shall determine whether it Is to
be broiight under its mastery or fling

itself free.
The war was begun by the military
masters of Germany, who provetj to be
also the musters of Austrlu-HungarThese men have: never regarded nations as peoples, men, women, and
children of like blood and frame as
,
feet again."
themselves, for whom governments ex;
"Bully!"' we exclaimed. "How did isted and In whom governments had
you do.U?'v.
their! life. ' .Theyhnve regaded them
;
"Sold my car."
merely as . serviceable organizations
The Joke was bo obvious that ,we which they could by force or intrigue
didn't see It till after he had gone.
bend or corrupt to their own purpose.
.

They have regarded the smaller statesj,
In particular, add' the ''peoples who
could be overwhelmed by force, m
their nutural tools and Instruments of
domination.
Their purpose has long
been avowed.
The demands made by Austria upon
Serbia were a mere single step In a
plan which compassed
Europe and
Asia, from Berlin to Bagdad. They
hoped those demands might not arouse
Europe, but they meant to press them
whether they did or not, for they
thought themselves ready for the final
issue of arms.
Vast Empire Planned.
Their plan was to throw broad belt
of German military power and political
control across the very center of Europe and beyond the Mediterranean Into the heart of Asia ; and Austrlu-Hungarwas to be as much their tool and
pawn as Serbia or Bulgaria or Turkey
or the ponderous states of the East.
The dream had Its heart at Berlin. It
could have had a heart nowhere else!
It rejected the idea of solidarity of
race entirely. The choice of peoples
played no port in It at all. They ardently desired to direct their own
would be satisfied only by undisThey could be
puted Independence.
kept quiet Only by the presence or the
constant threat of armed men. The
German military statesmen had reckoned with all that and were ready to
deal with It In their own way.
And they hnve actually carried the
greater part of that amazing plnn Into
Look how things stand.
execution!
Austria Is at their mercy. It has acted,
not upon Its own Initiative or upon the
choice of Its own people, but at Berlin's dictation ever since the war began. Its people now desire peace, but
cannot have It until leave is granted
central
from Berlin.
The
powers are In fact but a single power.
Serbia Is at its mercy, should Its hands
be but for a moment freed. From
Hamburg to the Persiun gulf the net
Is spread.
Why Berlin Seeks Peace.
Is It not eosy to understand the eagerness for peace that has been manifested from Berlin ever since the snare
was set and sprung? Peace, peace,
peace has been the talk of her foreign
office for now a year and more; not
peace upon her own Initiative, but upon the Initiative of the nations over
which she now deems herself to hold
the odvontage. Through all sorts of
channels It has come to me. and In all
sorts of guises, but never with the
terms disclosed which the German government would he" willing to accept.
That government still holds a valuable
part of France, though with slowly relaxing grasp, and practically the whole
of Belgium. It cannot go further; It
dare not go back. It wishes to close
Its bargain before It Is too late and It
has little left to offer for the pound of
flesh It will demand.
The military masters under whom
Germany is bleeding, see very clearly
to what point Fate has brought them.
If they fall back or are forced back
an Inch, their power both abroad and
at home will fall to pieces like a
house of cards. If they can secure peace now with the Immense advantages still In their hands which
they have up to this point apparently
gained, they will have Justified themselves before the German people; they
will have gained by force what they
promised to gain by it: an Immense
expansion of German power, an immense enlargement of German Industrial and commercial opportunities. If
they fall, their people will thrust them
aside; a government accountable to
the people themselves will be set up
In Germany ns It has been In England.
In the United States, In France, and
In all the great countries of the modern time except Germany. If they succeed they1 are safe ánd Germany and
the world are undone ; If they fall Germany Is suved and the world will be at
peace.
If they succeed, we and nil
the rest of the world must remain
armed, as they will remain, nnd must
make ready for the next step of aggression; If they fall, the world may
unite for peace, and Gerninny may be
of the union.'
Seek to Deceive World.
The present particular aim of the
masters of Germany Is to deceive all
those who throughout the world stand
for the rights of peoples and the
of nations; for they see
what Immense strength the forces of
justice and of liberalism are gathering
out of this war.
The sinister Intrigue Is being! no less
actively conducted in this country thon
In Hussia and In every country In Europe to which the agents and dupes of
the Imperial German government can
get access.
United States in War for Freedom.
The great fact that stands out above
all the rest Is that this Is u People's
war, a war for freedom and Justice and
amongst all the nations of the world, a war to make the
world safe for the peoples who live In
It and have made it their own, the
German people themselves Included;
and that with us rests the choice to
brank through nil these hypocrisies and
patent clients and masks of brute force
and help set the world free, or else,
stand aside and let it be dominated a
long age through by sheer weight of
arms and the arbitrary choices of
masters, by the nation
which can malntuin the biggest armieg
and the most Irresistible armaments
a power to which the world has afforded no parallel and In the face of
which, political freedom must wither
'
'
'
,
and perish.
choice.'
We
one
Is
but
For us there
have made It. Woe be to the man or.
group of men that seeks to stand lo
our way In this day of
when every principle we hold dearesl
is to be vindicated and made secure fot
the salvation of the nations. We, nre
ready to plead at the bar of history,
and our Aug shall wear a new luster,
y
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CLIMBED STAIRS

Manufacturers Surprised to Find What
Can Be Made In Their Plants In
Case of Emergency.

OIIIIEIHIllIIDS

nere Is a paragraph, snipped out of
an article by George Creel In EveryIH to Walk Upright Operatica
body's Magazine, which shows the war Too
manuuses to which various peaceful
Aaviied. Sared hy Lydia
factories can be subjected :
"A manufacturing Jeweler was surPiakLam's Vegetable Compound.
prised to learn that his plant, with
a few changes, could turn out periThis woman now raises chickens and
scopes; a
maker found
that his machines were adopted does manual labor. Read her story:
Richmond, Ind. "For two years I
to the production of cartridge clips
was to sick and weak with troubles
for rifles and machine guns; a phonofrom my age that
graph concern was discovered to be
when KOlng up
well fitted for the manufacture of cerstairs I had to go
very slowly with
tain delicate shell parts; makers of
my hands on the
underwear may be relied on for bansteps, then sit down
dages; a manufacturer of music-roll- s
at the top to rest
tor plant for
for gauges ; a crea
The doctor said ho
s
; a sewing machine comthought I should
pany for galnes; a recording and comhave an operation,
puting ninchlne plant for fuses J an
and my friends
Infants' food concern for shell plugs;
thought I would not
live to move into
drug manufacturers and dye works for
our new house. My
high explosives; finished shells may be
daughter asked ma
expected from cnndle-makeVegetable
E.
Lydia
Pinkham's
try
to
manufacturers,
and
tobucco
had taken it with good
she
as
Compound
silversmiths can mnke resultó. I did so, my weakness discartridge-cases- ,
bullet Jackets, and appeared, I gained in strength, moved
caps; while shrapnel can he made In Into our new home, did all kinds of
gas engine works, car factories, elec'arden work, shoveled dirt, did build-ntric elevator works, locomotive works, f and cement work, and raised hundreds of chickens and ducks. I canstove foundries and machine shops."
not say enough in praise of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
PIMPLES
ABOUT
PONT WORRY
if these facts are useful you may publish them for the benefit of other
Because Cutleura Quickly Removes women." Mrs. M. O. JoifNSTON.RoUtO
D. Box 190, Richmond. Ind.
Them Trial Free.
'il

X

sush-chal-

n

shell-primer-

flour-miller- s,

siphon-maker-

g
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On rising and retiring gently smear

the face with Cutleura Ointment Wash
off the Ointment In five minutes with
Cutleura Soap and hot water, using
plenty of Soap. Keep your skin clear
by making Cutleura your every-da- y

toilet preparations.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutleura, Dept L,
Sold everywhere.

Boston.

Adv.

Too Much.
Ade said at a wedding
brenkfust at St. Joseph:
"Once, in putting' on a new piny of
mine, the manager refused to have a
young married couple In the cast.
" 'I'll take on one or the other,
George, he said, 'but not both.'
"Why not both?' said I. 'They're
both clever.'
"'That may be, said he, 'but the
public, George, don't care to see a
man making love to his own wife.'
"'Looks too much like acting, eh?'
sold I."
George

Years
Experience With This
Kidney Medicine

Twenty-Fiv- e

a quarter of a century since I into
troduced Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
my trade and they all speak very favorably regarding it, and some friends said
it is the best medicine they have ever
used. The sale we have enjoyed on the
preparation and the splendid reputation
that it feels is a positive proof that it is
one of the most meritorious remedies on
Very truly yours,
the market.
F. E. BRITTON, Druggist.
Nov. 28th. 1916.
Jonesboro, Tenn.
Will Do For You
Prove What Swamp-RoSend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer A Co.,
Binghamton. N. Y., for a sample size bottle. It will convince anyone; You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder., When writing, be sure and mention
t
and
this .paper. Regular
size bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
ot

fifty-cen-

one-doll-

The Ways of a Mule.

person who has harnessed and unharnessed a mule for months may forget himself and stoop for something
at the animal's heels. Then the mule,
docile for so many days, begins to kick.
When the luckless driver regains his
senses he Imagines the mule had been
waiting craftily all those weeks just
to get a good opportunity to kick hlni.
A

The Limit of Patience.
"You seem to tuke that man's pacifist expressions very much toi heart."
"I do," replied Senator Sorghum.
"It's bad enough to put up with the
man who won't fight or work for his
country. You can't have the slightest
patience with a man who won't even
tnlk for his country."

"Doans Saved My Life
"I

Had Given Up Hope" Says Mr.

Dent, "But Doan'i Kidney Pills

Permanently."

"My kidney trouble began with back
ache, wmcn ran on
about a year." says
W. II. I)ent, 2213
Reynolds Street,
Brunswick, Ga. "My
back got so I was at
times unable to sleep,
even in a chair. Often the pain bent me
double.
I would be
prostrated and somewould
one
have to
move me. Uric acid
got into my blood
and I beiran to break
air. Dent
out. This got so bad
I went to a hospital for treatment. I
stared there three months, but got but
little better. Dropsy set in and I bloated until nearly halt again my sise. My
knees were so swollen the flesh burst in
strips. I lay there panting, and just
about able to catch my breath. I had
five doctors; each one said it was impossible for me to live.
"I hadn't taken Doan'a Kidney Pills
long before I began to feel better. I
kept on and was soon able to get up.
The swelling gradually went away and
when I had used eleven boxes I was
completely cured. I have never had a
bit of trouble since. I owe my life and
my health to Doan's Kidney Pills."

Cat Doan'a at Any Star. Me a Boa

DOAN'S kf "liiV
CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOUIA, that famous old remedy
DAISY FLY KILLER
for Infants and children, and see that It

(iZAf

Signature of
In Use for Over 80 lean.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Doing Well.
"Is your boy getting along well In
college?",'
"Fairly well. He made two hits as
a pinch butsman this spring."
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bwp. Lute 1) mmml
tttwl of artel, m'tapm
or tip otwt ; will tot mU
or Injur anything, Crúor
tnteod ffectivo; Sol4 bf
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proof ttropolil lor $l,Qfc
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Canadian Farmers
Profit If rom Wheat
The war's devastation of
European crops has caused
an unusual demand forgrain
from

the American

Conti-

nent. The neonle of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers great profits to the fanner.
1
r..
- - A -9 juviiauuu lla .1uicicunc
vauaua
especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,
prosperous homes for themselves by
helpins her raise immense wheat crops.
Yon can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE

6fl

mm

i. .:.:

and other lands at remarkably low prices. During many
years Canadian wheat fields have averaged 20 bushels to
the acre many yields aa high as 45 bushels to the acre.
Wonderful csops also of Oats, Barley aad Flu.
Mixed farming as profitable an industry as grain raising 1 h excellent grasses full of nutrition are the only
food required for beef or dairy purpose. Good schools,
churches, markets convenient, climate excellent
Thsra Is an extra demand tor farm labor to replaee the
manj young men. who n&T voluniered fur the war. The
Government is urging far mera (o put eitra acreage Into
grain. Writ for literature and partioulara aa to rednoed
railway rates to Supt. of Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or

W. V. BENNETT

Room 4 Bee Bldgn Omaha. Neb.
'

J

Make the laundress happy that's Red
Croas Ban Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

Cured He

It it
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Soldiers of One Army.
"Are not. ull true men that live, of
that ever lived, soldiers of the same
army, enlisted under heaven's captaincy, to do battle against the same enemy, the empire of darkness and wrong?
Why should we mlsknow one another,
fight not against the enemy, but against
ourselves, from mere difference of uniform? AH uniforms shall be good, so
they hold In them true, valiant men."
Curlyle.

Canadian Government Agent

.
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Personal Mention!
WANTEDS Man with coodl

LasVegaswillhaveabig "Cow
8

like cool,

luscious Muscadynes

P. Kirby writes us to send
his
to him at Gettysburg,
Pa. Co. K. GOth Infantry. Mr.
Kirby has a homestead at MiHs,
R.

S--

and is holding it down while
serving his country in the army,

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent long
time.

J.

L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

The Mosquero

N.

keeper at Goodman's enjoyed á
visit from her sifter who came
with the Alldredges, from Spring
er.
Cassidy & Co. Kansas City
port this week

re-

liberal run of cattle - - Top
native steers, $13.40 Pulpers $13.
50 Grassers quareniined, and 35
cent lower, Cows and heifTers
$12.90, Killers 25 to 50 cents
higher. There is a strong demand for stock cows, heiffers
and calves.

,

Frank Christian and family, of
Tulia, Texas, arrive 1 in their
big Overland car last week and
are guests of his sister, Mrs. Joe
Baljard at the ranch near De
Haven. Tney" are in town quite
often and making many friends
among the town people.
Cal Jones and wife, of Tucum-car- i
came up, Sunday' and left
their children with her sisters,
Mrs. Hainss and Mrs. Dietterich
while they went on a fishing
trip for a week.

4

Stan Reichlewski and son took
Hogs ran light this week mereout
their I. H C. tractor Satui-da- y
ly packers market. , Heavies
and are plowing with it for
selling best prices range from
Strong. This tractor was
Fred
$13-0- 0
for pigs to $15.80 for 200
damaged
in the big fire last year
lbs and over.
and has been overhauled and repaired by the Anderson Garage
Going Fishing? They have and Machine shop so it runs betfishin' tackle to sell at the Fair ter than it ever did before.
view Pharmacy.
L. N, De Weese and wi'e of
Dragging the streets since the Mosquero, were in town Monday
rain has reduced the hitherto and, called for a bundle of Derough places to passable roads partment Bulletins. They reagain. Our adobe soil makes gret that they were unable to atfine roads ordinarily but when tend the Chautauqua. Mrs. De
puddled by heavy traffic they Weese was a Kansas girl and
up so Chautauqua was a part of her
are capable ot freezing
rough that ordinary travel won't life there.
smooth them. A few minutes
spent on dragging at the right Many young people from Solano
time after a rain is the best solu were in Roy Sunday in attendtion of the trouble.
ance at Chautauqua.
320 ACRE FARM FOR SALE-- 8
miles from Roy all plow-lan42 acres wheat, all Veil fenced,
Good buildings, well handy to
house.
Price $4,000.00 includ
ing crop, for quick deal.
Office
T 2, Inquire at the
d,

Is

the great

concern, and who promotes thnt best,
best proves his duty. Harvard.
ir it it
When'er our country calls, friends,
sons and sires should yield their treasures up, nor own n sense beyond the
public safety. Brooks.
'

K

FOLLOW THE FLAG.

Miss Carrie Turner accompanied Les Alldredge and family to
HOLSTEIN MILK COW- :- for
Roy last Friday and enjoyed a
sale, fresh - visit with friends and the ChauW. H. GUTHMAN,
tauqua.
Roy,
M.
Book-

enthusiasm

great-hearte-

right off the vine. If you haven't nursery of genius. Tuckermun.
it it
tried it you must, at once,
Our country's welfare is our first

Sun last week
announces the birth of a daughB. C. Jordan directs us to ter to Mr. and Mrs. Sim Galey
change his paper from Mills to last week. Another new recruit
Route "A" Roy which now serves is a boy at the John Bowen home
him with a daily mail.
and another a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Priest.

Theresa Matthews,

Ttnuonnl

is sweet and glorious to die
for one's country.
Horace.

'

,

The Boy Scouts of Roy finished planting their beans on the
streets of the J. Floersheim addition Monday, just in time to
catch the rain that night. This
gives them an ideal start ftr their
bean crop and with dilligence in
tending them they are assured a
bumper crop. It is amusing to
see them getting out of their tent
in the morning and cooking their
breakfast on an old stove they
found in the scrap heap. They
are on the job right and their 12
acres of streets will make them
a nice piece of money this fall.

.

hyalclsmi of Opinion That It Does
Moro Harm Thin Good to Set Up ,
a Cause for Worry.

The question whether doctora should
treni sick men or well men rent the
lerenlty of the ?iew York Academy of
Medicine, suya the New York Times.
It Is related that a private in the The debate stnrted over o discussion
army of the Potomac was sentenced as to how to doctor up Americans so
to be shot for 13 to malte this ihe most efficient of
sleeping at his nations. The doctors were no nearer u
post of duty. In solution of the problem when they adsome way word of journed than when the discussion bethe approaching ta n.
execution came to
After a prolonged discussion of the
the attention of proper remedies for the presenca of
President Lincoln, Ineliicient persons In the community,
and after writing In which it wui prophesied that the
out a reprieve he any was coming when It would be
called ids car- fashionable to boexamiued, physically
riage and .started ii tul mentally, every now n:id then,
out to see that Doctor Meitzer said : "That will only
the reprieve , did ftwxke people sicker to examine them.
not fail to retail )o you know why a dog dootm t dlei
the poor condemned soldier. It was a I'll tell 'you n dbg never knows why
broiling hot day nml the ride to camp tie Is living and that he is going to
was n long one of ten miles, but the :lie; after lie's dead, Jie doesn't know
Lincoln was bent on sav it; therefore a dog never dies. Peoing the poor soldier and lie went for- ple go on for years living orderly lives
ward. I'erhnps the president later for- until somebody, maybe un Insurance
got the Incident nmid weightier enres doctor, tells them they have something
of state, but not so the soldier. When the mailer with them, sind, thencethe Third Vermont charged upon the forth, until they reach their grave,
rifle pits before Yorktown the followthey are sick. Let the tfiyslcUin treat
ing year the enemy poured o volley the sick and let the well alone. It is
upon them. The first man to full was time more was done for the sick man.
William Scott of Company K. with sis The doctor's Job Is with the sick man."
bullets through his body. Ills comrades caught him as he fell and as
hi; life blood ebbed nwny, he raised WHITE HOUSE DINNER IN 1502
to heaven amid the din of battle, the
cries of (he dying nod the shouts of President Jefferson's Fare Is Described in an Interesting Manner
the enemy, n prayer for the president,
by Guest at His Table.
and ns he died he reninrked to his comrades that Lincoln had showed he was
Manessoh Cutler, the founder of the
no coward and was not afraid to die.
At the burial later the chaplain nar- Ohio colony, ami father of the ordirated the circumstances to the boys nance of 1787, kept a diary ull through
Who stood
about with uncovered ills public life and it Is now In thc-heads. He had prayed for the presinossesslai óf ('baríes G. Dawes. 17
dent and paid iiltn a most fervid and contains an account of n dinner ut the
glowing tribute with his dying breath. White House, given by President Jefferson February 0, 1802, to which Mr.
One country, one constitution, one
L'utler and six members of the house
destiny.

it

this year
team and wagon to haul water ' Boys' Contest" July
by which-the- y
hope to attract a
during threshing, call at
lot of eastern tourists to their SAIL ON, 0 SHIP OF STATE
Varity Machine Works.
o
little city. Quite a line of "Stunt Ball on, O ship of Hate;
Roy, N. Mex.
on, O Union, strong, and treat.
Pullers" will be there to contest Bail
Humanity, with all Its fears,
all Its hopes of future years,
A copy of the Premium List for the prizes and it will likely With
la hanging breathless on thy fata.
be
show.
quite
a
ProSoil
for the International
Sail on, nor far to breast the sea.
An invitation to any of our big Our
ducts Exposition is on our desk.
hearts, our hopes, are all with thee:
hearts, our hopes, our prayers, oui
The dates are Sept. 18 to 29 and cattle ranches at branding time Our tears,
will
triumphant o'er our fears.
Our
furnish
similar
faltli
entertain
the place is Peoria, Illinois. This
Are all with tlice, arp all with thee.
experi
practical
and
more
ment
national event will be held in
If. W. Longfellow.
connection with the National Im- ence but the Las Vegas show
A WORTHY CITIZENSHIP
plement and Vehicle Show and will be some doin's in the line of
'x O
Rough-necsport.
k
the Peoria Fair. This would be
It la the Hope of the Nation Her
great if any one here has time
Welfare Is Our First Concern.
"Muscadine Punch" is the
O
money and inclination to attend
A great nntion Is made only by
name of the latest new drink at
it.
worthy citizens. C. D. Warner,
Pharmacy. Just
the Fairvie
it
it it
4--

j

Not
AfraicHcDie

We Manot honor oar oaatry
with too deep a reverence;
we aaoaol lova bar with aa
1
affcotioa too pura and fervent;
,wa aanoot lerva her with an
energy of purpose or a faith
fullnaii of cea! too steadfast
and ardent.
Grimka.
.

Miss

SPANISH-AMERICA-

T T is the right

of the American
people to enjoy a monopoly
for their own flag within their
own jurisdiction ; it is the r'ght,
and should be the duty, of those
who follow other Hags to follow
them elsewhere. The Century
Magazine.

d

Harvesting Machinery

were Invited.
Mr. Cutler, according to the Columbus Disputen, wrote that there was
"rice soup, round of beef, turkey, mutton, 1mm, loin of veal, cutlets of mutton or veal, fried eggs, fried beef, a
pie culled macaroni, which appears to
be a rich crust filled with strlllious of
onions or shallots, which I took it to
be; tasted very strong and not agreeable.
Mr. Lewis told me there was none
in It; It was an Italian di.sh and what
uppenred like onions was made of flour
and butter wlfli u particularly strong
liquor mixed with them; ice cream,
very good; crust wholly dried, crumbled Into thin flakes, a dish somewhat
'.ike pudding, Inside white as milk or
turd, very porous and light, covered
with cream sauce, very flue.
"Muny other
a great Variety of fruit; plenty of wines and
We drank
good.
President social.

!

The Harvest Season will soon be here, and to those
in need of Harvest Tools, we offer the well known,

Mc CORMACK
Headers, Binders, and
Header-Binder- s

FLOW

tmi ANCIENT T001

13

Hae Been Used by Man Since He First
Attempted to Make th Earth
His Servant
Three very as dent Implements have
been used In human Industry the
plow, the aword and the pen. Of the
three, the oldest is the plow. A history of the development of this agricultural tool would take us back
through centuries to the time when
man began to subdue the earth and
make It his servnnt. Thousands of
plow models are now to be seen In the
These
patent olllce ut Washington.
tell us what has been tioue by Invent
ors in recent years, but there 18 a long
srory bncs of these plows.
From his study of ft Babylon brick,
In the museum of the University of
Pennsylvania, Doctor Clay concluded
thnt he had found n true picture of
the first plow, which was invented by
Abraham. For his proof that, Abraham was the Inventor of the plow,'
Doctor Clay refers us to the "Book of
Jubilees," which was published in the
second century B. C. This book says
that the Babylonians were punished
because they had yielded to sotan,
nnd thnt the form of their pjittlshment
was that the ravens enme and nte up
the grain they had sowed in the fields.
Abraham devised an Instrument thnt
should sow the seed in a furrow, In
order that it might be covered up so
that the birds of the air could not eat
It. The apparatus shown on the an- -'
dent brick is a sort of combination
plow, planter nnd harrow. It requlml
three men to operate It. When the
people sowed according to Abraham'
commands, they feared neilher the ra- -,
vens nor the birds. Whatever fho
value of the story In the "Book of
Jubilees," the brick, at least, gives a
picture of perhaps the most ancient
tool used by man.

CULTIVATE HABIT OF THRIFT
Impossible to Learn Too Early thr
of Spending
Importance
One's
Money In Wise Manner.
Any fool Is a good pender, but It
takes a wise man to save money.
That there are more fools than wise
th
men Is proved by Ihe fact that
of all the people who die In the
United States are burled in pauper's
graves.
With a population of 100,000,000
there are 10,000,000 people In the United States who would be hungry In tea
days afte"r losing their Jobs.
There are 3,000,000 men with steady
Jobs and little children dependent dn
them who have not saved enough to
feed their own babies for two weeks.
"
There are 1,000,000
men who could not pay their debts nnd
have enough left to buy a. gallon of
gasoline for the automobile they ride
one-ten-

"well-to-do-

In every day.
What Is thrift? Industry earns,
economy manages, providence plans,
and frugality saves. Thrift embraces
all these.
Training- In thrift should be a port
tea."
of the curriculum of every school and
part of the training of every boy and
Just Enough.
Thrift
girl, every man and woman.
Mandy, who was a hodseraald and of mina, of time, nnd most of uM of
black, arrived late to begin her duties money, needs greater emphasis.
ne morning and her mistress Inquired Houston (Tex.) Post
I
as to the cause of delay.
"I's sorry, Miss Clara; indeed I is I"
'Make Home Happy.
stated Mandy. "But I Jest natchelly
homes are the
Ilappy,
Is
soouer'n'whut
I
couldn got here no
got here. I been at the party give by .foundations of society, a solid basis
the Sistern of the Mysterious Ten at on which to build a state.
Is something beyond and superior
Ihe Cullld Odd Fellers' hull, right up
It Is a high
the street. They started In dancln' to mere housekeeping.
and carryln' on last night and they's calling. It requires noble traits of
still in full swing. You never seen so character and fine executive ability
many folks packed In one little hall in and real wisdom. The responsibility
does, not devolve
all yore bawn days ; and right now, el of the
you'll poke yore hold outen yore elde on one alone. Every member of the
winder you kin hear them folks whoop-I- family has his or her share. Friends
and laughln, and hear the orches- nre dear, strangers have a certain.
cluim on us, but the members of Our
tra playln'."
family are nearer and dearer. Glvs
. "Wasn't It rather tumultuous, Manpf your love, your help, your sympathy,
dy?" asked the lady of the house.
comfort to your own family first
and
'Hit
"Oh, nome!" said Mandy.
wuzn't a bit too mulchous Jest about and most. Those with happy homet
uiulchms enough 1" Saturday Evening are more able to give from the heart
to others in need. No one can tell
Post
bow far. the Influence of a happy home
,

Mowers and Rakes,
"Cushman"

Binder-Engine-

s

Run your header with a Cushman Binder Engine
and see how much better you save your grain.

well-order-

COMPLETE STOCK of Mc CORMACK REPAIRS
We will shortly be equipped to take care of your every
need in the repair line, send us your repair business.
No harvest needs too large or too small to receive our
prompt and careful attention, and with that end in view, we
have assembled the

Home-makin-

.

Largest ánd most
Stock in Northern New Mexico,
up-to-da-

te

"One Price to AH"

home-makin-

H

g

g

tin

Wilson Company
Mills, New mex.

Charlie Leonhard and family
came down daily in their. Ford
The U. S. A. can make two and
and attended the entertainments
cannon for every one the Kaiser
while caring for the farm and builds. Help build those cannon by
stock.
buying United States Liberty Bonds.
one-hal- f

'

See your banker or your broker today.

S--

The Floersheim Co, has had a
crew of men seating up headers
Henry Fair has purchased the and other farm machinery this
160 acre home.tead of Miss Etta week trying to keep up with the
Reed adjoining his farm east of demand for them. F. A. Bruce
town. He has this land rented is in' charge of the assembling
for pastare and believes land ad- crew.
joining his is a good buy at any
Prof. Russell is arranging to
time.
and pump at
set up a
Mr. Ivey has his header at the hi well.on the homestead where
machine shop having it over- his father lives, to pump watt r
hauled for harvest His famous for the stock. We went out wil h
Don't let your boy go to school withrye field which has born seven him Monday and saw some f re out a United States Liberty Bond but
crops withoqt reseeding or plow- crops in his neighborhood. He ton on his breast. Let hirp be proud
ing since breaking it is nearing has some as fine beans as we of his country and of his father.ever saw growing.
the harvest of another crop.

Qettlno at the Facta.
"How about this? A. lawyer who Is
employed by a large theatrical Aria
says few chorus girls ever own motor
cars and costly Jewels."
"Perhaps that's true. And If you
were to pursue the subject farther, I
dare say you would discover that there
are any number of chorus girls who
never ate a lobster In their lives." '
i
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"But be cut me
short by becoming
Indignant and saying that he had
g
made It a
practice to sell any-- thlnir that wns nnt
In jicrfect condl- -
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calories In food."
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Bicycle, show a in full color In our big- - new Catalogue Just off thpres. Thne
of
(M) others, alw, shown at prices ranging from $11, .7d. M13. 74. S1K.7B
are eiehty-Uire- e
'EÁO Bicycle for myrjf rider, at a price made possible only Ly our
up. There Is s
t&le puta.
write TODAY for this new Catalogue of "Raneer" íicrclee.
CElf?) 1'A iMtfsaE I but
Tire and Sundries at prict m lote Uki wiU arfvnwfh you. Aim,
Ríií
full particulars of our great new offer to deliver to you all ehnrn pmait your choice of any
of the 94 kinds of "RANGER" Bicycles you may select, for UN MONTH'S FfíKK TRIA L.
This wonderful offer is atmoMdy genuine. No one criticiKS your choice if it's a "Ranger" the
most popular, largest selluig Bicycle in the country.
I t with Coaster-BrakeInner Tubes. Ffcr-iv- S
trie LioMima ihttMt. all the newest ideis
In Bicycle equipment end Sundries," as well as the Repair Parts and Combination Offers ior
refitting your old Bicycle-- all shown fully Illustrated, at HALS' USUAL PRICKS, our sew
Catalogue Is the largest ever issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need a new
Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to t:ll yon
the prices you should pay when you do buy.
in evenrVelghborbaod to rirte
MTCfl We wsnt a Rider A rent
and exhibit the new "BAJiQKR." You can select the
sWfcílId your own
needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the coantry are
particular style suited to
riding "Rangers" and taking orders from their friends. They make a good commimion on every
sale snd so can you. Our great output, perfected methods aud machia ei y enable, us to sell
'quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
UPPLie. Our!g. new Catalogue also gires large
MOT9B6YCLE AND AUTOMOBILC
space to these lines at lowest prices. Thousands of our "Bicycle" customers of a (mention ago
us,
of
because they know "Idead'' quality aud prkts
Sundries
"Auto"
bur&g
their
erenow
' '
".
always right
'.
WKÍTC 09 T&M T. Do not delay. A postal reqaest at a eost of one cent will Vritig yo the

Highly Insulted.
"I tried to explain to my grocer
5-5what Is meant by

gas-engi-
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